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Abstract
Legged vehicles present a potential advantage over traditional wheeled systems
since they offer greater mobility in rough and challenging terrain. However, most
legged robots are still confined to structured and flat terrain. One of the main
reasons for this is the difficulty in planning complex whole-body motions while
taking into account future terrain conditions. Previous research in locomotion focused either on generating reactive behaviors that tackle small terrain changes
or planning kinematically foothold locations with relative terrain information. Alternatively legged motion planning approaches focus on synthesizing complex
whole-body motions but these do not consider the terrain characteristics.
The goal of this thesis is to close the gap between locomotion approaches and
legged motion planning methods. The problem of planning motions for navigating
on rough terrain is high-dimensional. For instance, we need to consider the robot’s
dynamics and the terrain model in a suitable formulation of the planning problem.
This thesis addresses these challenges by presenting three different motion planning methods. I initially present a locomotion framework that plans online, and
kinematically, the foothold sequences from the terrain costmap and then generates
dynamic whole-body motions. For that, I developed a method that builds online
and onboard the terrain costmap. Next, I brought the foothold kinematic planning
and the dynamic execution closer by proposing a novel trajectory and foothold optimization method. This second method jointly optimizes body motion, step duration and foothold selection while considering terrain topology. Finally, I propose a
hierarchical trajectory optimization method that synthesizes dynamic maneuvers
by considering the contact forces. This last method can generate a wider range of
behaviors by discovering possible contact sequences.
My motion planner methods allow the legged robot to cross various terrains,
and to plan highly dynamic motions for complex tasks. Fist, unlike previous work,
the locomotion framework can plan online and onboard motions from perceived
terrain conditions. It exploits a terrain-aware heuristic function for reducing the
computation time. Second, the trajectory and foothold optimization method allows the robot to adapt its walking gait timing while considering terrain topology.
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first approach that automatically adapts
the walking gait timing for rough terrain locomotion. Finally, the hierarchical trajectory optimization plans behaviors without scheduling a contact sequence. This
method ensures the joint torque limits of the robot. My method is the first to have
been validated in a real-system.
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Introduction
Legged locomotion can deliver substantial advantages in unstructured real-world
environments as it can offer mobility unmatched by traditional vehicles. Such environments are common in disaster relief, search and rescue, forestry and construction site scenarios. Nevertheless, most legged robots are still confined to structured
and flat terrain despite the significant efforts of the research community. These
approaches either use reactive behaviors to tackle small terrain changes or plan
kinematically foothold locations with relative terrain information. In fact, navigating such environments requires taking into account future terrain conditions (i.e.
motion planning). Planning of motion sequences can be split into separate subproblems (decoupled planning), i.e. motion and contact planning. Such approaches
reduce the combinatorial search space at the expense of the richness of complex
behaviors. In contrast, coupled planning approaches compute simultaneously contact interactions and body movements. These methods can be posed as hybrid or
mode-invariant trajectory optimization problems. In theory, these approaches can
synthesize general behaviors, but they suffer from local minima, non-convexity
and/or discontinuity.
Motion planning for legged locomotion over rough terrain presents difficult
challenges because of the high-dimensionality and complexity of the problem. The
main questions that emerge are: (a) how should we model the terrain conditions?
(b) what kind of robot model do we need to plan efficient movements? (c) which
planning method is more suitable for rough terrain? and (d) how should we formulate these motion planning problems?
Throughout this thesis, I will address these questions. First I develop a decoupled planning approach. This planner computes kinematically, a foothold sequence given a terrain costmap, and then generates a body trajectory from a carttable model that ensures dynamic stability. Second, I propose a novel coupled
planning method that uses a sequence of preview models (i.e. parametrized carttable models). Here motion, foothold locations and step duration are optimized
given a terrain costmap. Finally, I propose a hierarchical trajectory optimization
that computes movements with contact forces. This hierarchical trajectory optimization method computes a feasible trajectory using the robot’s centroidal dynamics. It ensures that the joint torque limits are satisfied by applying the robot’s
full dynamics. All these approaches use different robot and terrain models, planning methods, and solvers (i.e. graph search, non-linear optimization, etc). In this
opening chapter, I present the main motivations of this thesis in detail. The chapter
finishes with a list of main contributions, and an overview of the thesis organization.
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Figure 1.1: Dogs have been trained for search and rescue in natural disaster in part because of their ability to navigate such environments. Like their biological counterparts, legged robots can deliver substantial advantages that traditional vehicles cannot offer. Unlike animals and human beings, legged machines can potentially be deployed in dangerous environment, for example the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant.

1.1

Motivation

Crossing rough terrain is the main motivation for the development of legged machines since they can deliver a substantial benefit compared with traditional vehicles. For instance legged machine can potentially navigate in challenging terrains
like their dogs (see Fig. 1.1). Nowadays, legged machines are restricted to relatively easy rough terrain conditions. The main reason for this is the difficulty of
generating complex dynamic motions that allow them to cross different terrain
conditions. Many legged locomotion approaches have focused on the study of reactive behaviors for robot stability without considering the terrain conditions (i.e.
“blind” locomotion). A reactive behavior is an instantaneous action that aims to
immediately stabilize the robot, i.e. it does not consider a horizon of future events.
These approaches can only tackle small changes in the terrain topology, and furthermore, they cannot guarantee the successful accomplishment of the task.
Recently, trajectory optimization with contacts gained much attention in the
legged robotics community. It aims to overcome the previously mentioned drawbacks of reactive locomotion approaches by considering a horizon of future events
(e.g. body movements and foothold locations). For example, it could potentially improve the robot stability along a specific planning horizon given a certain terrain.
In spite of the promising benefits of trajectory optimization for rough terrain locomotion, most of the works focused on flat conditions. Conversely, in rough terrain
locomotion, the foothold locations and movements have to be carefully planned.

1.1 motivation

To ensure locomotion stability, the robot needs to “understand” the environment
through a perception system. The terrain modeling serves to quantify the terrain
difficulty, so that, the robot can plan foothold locations and movements. Note that
the terrain model can be used in two ways: for foothold selection and for foothold
interaction. Next, the robot has to evaluate different possible body motions and
foothold locations. The robot modeling helps to capture the fundamental dynamics, while reducing an unnecessary set of robot behaviors (i.e. the search space).
Finally, different motion planning methods can be used for evaluating and making
decision about the set of possible actions (i.e decoupled or coupled planning). All
these elements are addressed in this thesis.

1.1.1 Terrain modeling
The terrain condition influences the foothold selection. For example, walking over
stepping stones requires selecting footholds along a path of stones. In the legged
robotics community few works have focused on terrain modeling for foothold
planning [44][40][81][87]. As a common practice, all these works quantify how desirable it is to place a foot at a specific location given a specific cost value. The
cost values are computed from a set of geometric features of the terrain, where
each feature contributes to an individual cost value. On the other hand, the terrain can also be modeled through constraint functions. In fact, Deits and Tedrake
[11] define a set of safe terrain regions using linear constraints. Other approaches
describe a set of possible contact interactions by using signed distance constraint
functions. However, this kind of terrain models do not provide enough information for foothold selection, just foothold interaction. Instead, the terrain costmap
uses different geometric features (i.e. slope, curvature, height deviation, etc.) for
a more accurate description of the terrain topology. Nonetheless, it cannot fully
avoid dangerous terrain regions. In the case of terrain modeling as a costmap,
there is a remarkable difficulty in quantifying how desirable a footstep location is.
Nevertheless, expert demonstrations can be used to extract associated cost values.
A set of high-level expert advice (i.e. body path and footsteps) can be used to infer
the weights of the individual cost [44]. Additionally, a set of terrain templates can
be learned along an associated set of weights from expert-demonstrated footholds
[40].
In the above-mentioned methods, the terrain model has been used just for
foothold planning, not for full planning of motions and footholds. The problem
of motion and foothold planning can be formulated as a trajectory optimization
method. Both terrain representations, either cost or constraint functions, have a
strong impact on the solution of these problems. They reshape the landscape of
the search space (i.e. non-convexity of the problem), and affect how we can solve
it (i.e. gradient-based or stochastic-search optimization). Thus, the terrain model
needs to provide sufficiently descriptive information, which also has to be suitable
for trajectory optimization.
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1.1.2 Robot modeling
The robot model allows us to evaluate different possible actions (e.g. body motion and foothold locations). The robot’s action can either be evaluated through
the geometry of motion or the influence of forces and torques acting on the
bodies, i.e. kinematics or dynamics, respectively. In foothold planning, kinematics models have been extensively used for even terrain [34][11] and rough terrain [45][38][81][87]. These approaches use the robot’s kinematics for ensuring the
reachability of the foothold (e.g. joint position limits). Hence, we can only use
the robot kinematics if the body motion and the foothold planning are decoupled.
Compared with the dynamic model, the kinematics model has a search space with
a lower dimension, but it limits the set of possible robot’s actions, such as jumping over a gap. A generalized gait adaptation needs to dynamically balance the
body between the gait transitions. In other words, it needs to consider the acting
internal forces. Another issues is that the robot’s kinematics cannot describe the
joint torque limits. These drawbacks stimulated the study of dynamic models in
the legged locomotion community.
Dynamic models can address these limitations by describing the system’s evolution given the contact configuration and forces (i.e. full dynamic model). Nevertheless, these models are often high-dimensional and nonlinear, which significantly
increases the complexity of the search space. Given that, reduced dynamic models have been proposed in the legged robotics community [64][21]. These dynamic
models aim to reduce the complexity of the motion planning problem by capturing
the legged locomotion dynamics (e.g. point-mass, inverted pendulum, cart-table,
etc.) or mapping the full dynamics to the centroidal one (e.g. contact wrench). This
dimensionality reduction often helps to describe the trajectory optimization problems in a way that is easier and faster to solve for a specific locomotion behavior.
In fact, some of these models describe the trajectory optimization problem as a
Quadratic Programming (QP) program [37][38][48], or relaxes the nonlinearities of
the problem [9][8][69]. But, these models cannot be used to synthesize a wide variety of behaviors because they capture the dynamics for a specific set of movements.
In these cases, the full dynamic model might be used for the motion generation
[71].

1.1.3

Motion planning

Whole-body motion planning is the process of finding motion and contact sequences. It can be classified as decoupled or coupled planning, depending on
the motions and contact sequences are independently or jointly computed, respectively. Decoupled planners are the most studied in rough terrain locomotion because they reduce the problem complexity and computation time [38][45]. The
contact locations are found either from a predefined contact sequence or an undefined contact sequence. The planned motion might maintain static or dynamic balance. Nonetheless, decoupled planners cannot synthesize a wide range of dynamic
movements such as rearing or gait transitions because we can only plan based on

1.2 contributions

the robot’s kinematics. In contrast, planning simultaneously the contact and motion sequences can potentially synthesize a wide range of behaviors (i.e. coupled
planning). But, these approaches often suffer from: (a) non-convexity on account
of switching multiple possible dynamics, (b) dynamic discontinuities owing to
contact forces. In practice this limits the discovery of new behaviors as we often
need to search from a warm-start point (i.e. a suggested behavior). Dealing with
these limitations is an open question. For instance, some works aim to overcome
these issues by applying stochastic optimization to simple parametric dynamic
models [56] or some others propose non-linear optimal control with smooth contact models [60][61][22][63][78]. It is hard to synthesize a wide range of behaviors
in an online fashion. However, different approaches have been proposed to reduce
the computation time, i.e. by (a) linearizing the non-linear optimal control problem [63][69], or (b) transferring the optimized trajectories to motor policies using
machine learning techniques [50][59][57].
Traditionally, motion planners compute a trajectory that connects the actual
robot state to a desired goal position. These approaches have been used extensively for computing a sequence of footholds due to the fact that we can easily
connect the desired body position with a set of foothold locations, e.g. [45][34].
These planner techniques are often one-shot method, i.e. they compute the full
plan just once. In contrast, for legged locomotion, it might be more convenient to
plan motions in the velocity space. Defining the velocity as user input, it might
improve the teleoperation of legged machines. Furthermore, velocity commands
are more suitable for receding horizon planning, and as a result, this will increase
the robustness of the overall task.
Considering the terrain conditions increases the complexity of the planning
problem, as this might increase the number of local minima and/or infeasible regions. In fact, for coupled planning, the terrain model has only considered allowed
contact regions (e.g. [60]). These methods can deal with uneven terrain topologies
but they neglect important properties such as curvature and slope. In the same
way the robot model affects the complexity of the planning problem, too. Simplified models often help to reduce the complexity of the trajectory optimization
problem but they limit the range of possible movements. Combining both, terrain
and robot model, in a suitable way in terms of computation time and solution
results is an exciting new frontier of research. This is the main motivation of this
thesis.

1.2 Contributions
To address the points described above, this thesis focused on the development of
three different planning techniques for dynamic whole-body locomotion on challenging terrain: (a) decoupled motion and foothold planning, (b) coupled motion
and foothold planning and (c) whole-body motion planning with contact forces.
These methods are developed primarily for quadrupedal robots but can be extended to other legged systems such as bipeds or hexapods, etc.
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1.2.1 Decoupled motion and foothold planning
The challenge of decoupled planners lies primarily in increasing the complexity
of the generated motion while reducing the computation time. To the best of our
knowledge, up to now, decoupled approaches are limited in the versatility of movements and computation time. For instance Kolter et al. [45] and Kalakrishnan et al.
[38] reduce the computation time but are still limited to small changes of the
robot’s yaw (heading). All these previous substantial developments were driven
by the DARPA Learning and Locomotion Program with a small quadruped robot
called Littledog (a robot that weighs 3 Kg).
Based on those ideas we developed a framework for dynamic legged locomotion
over challenging terrain, where the choice of appropriate footholds is crucial for
the success of the behavior (see Fig. 1.2) [54][86][31]. First, a hierarchical motionbefore-contact approach computes an approximated body-path and chooses appropriate footholds from a perception system. This perception system builds online
and onboard the terrain costmap. Next, an optimal body trajectory is generated according to a dynamic stability metric to produce fast and natural dynamic wholebody motions. A floating-base inverse dynamics controller, in combination with a
virtual model controller, generates feedback torques to account for tracking inaccuracies. Compared with preliminary foothold planning methods, my method increases the versatility of plans due to the fact that the foothold search regions
and sequences are defined accordingly with the body action plan. Furthermore, it
computes online and onboard plans (around 0.5 Hz) using the incoming perception information on commodity hardware. The whole-body motion generator can
also compute trajectory for different dynamic walking gait patterns.
The main contributions of this work are online terrain costmap building and
online foothold planning. The optimized dynamic whole-body motions – despite
irregular swing-leg sequences – are generated given a planned foothold sequence.
To execute the plan, the controller uses a combination of inverse-dynamics and
virtual-model control formulation that exploits the natural partitioning of the
robot’s dynamic equations. Overall, this framework aims to increase the autonomy, compliance and flexibility of legged robot locomotion in unstructured and
challenging environments. To the best of our knowledge, this framework is the
first that computes online and onboard foothold sequences and whole-body motions. Note that it has has been published after this work other frameworks that
compute online foothold sequences such as in [46]. The details of my perception
system and our framework are described in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. This
work has been previously published in [54], and used it to cross various terrain in
[86].

1.2.2

Coupled motion and foothold planning

Gait adaptability to the terrain requires us to optimize the step duration while
considering appropriate foothold locations. To plan these movements, we need to
be able to balance dynamically and choose the foothold locations of the robot. This
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the decoupled motion and foothold planning framework for
rough terrain locomotion. The perception and planning processes, on the left
of the figure, generate foothold sequences according to the terrain information: terrain costmap and heightmap. The whole-body motion generator, in the
middle of the figure, computes a dynamic motion give a sequence of planned
footholds. Next, the desired movement is compliantly executed using a combination of feedforward and feedback terms. All the processes are computed
online and onboard with their respective frequencies.

means we have to plan motions and footholds at the same time. Thus, I propose
a novel trajectory optimization method for legged locomotion over rough terrain
[52]. The problem is formulated as a coupled planning of Center of Mass (CoM)
motions and footholds, where the foothold locations are selected using the incoming terrain costmap. The trunk height and attitude is planned, in a second step,
to cope with different terrain elevations (see Fig. 1.3). First, a sequence of control
parameters (the Center of Pressure (CoP) displacement, the phase duration and the
foothold locations) is optimized given the terrain costmap. Then, the CoM trajectory
and the swing-leg trajectory are jointly generated using a sequence of parametric
preview models and the terrain elevation map. To realize the low-dimensional
plan, the controller selects appropriate torque commands that are computed by
the combination of a trunk controller with a joint-space torque controller.
My trajectory optimization method increases the locomotion capabilities of the
previous framework compared with my decoupled planner. With this coupled
planner, the robot is able to cross terrain with fewer stepping stone terrain and
different elevations. My planning method is based on the following concepts: (a)
the terrain costmap to quantify how desirable it is to place a foot at a specific location [54], (b) coupling the CoM planning with the foothold selection, (c) a trunk
attitude planner for coping with terrain elevations, (d) CoM planning and foothold
selection in the horizontal frame, which effectively decouples it from the trunk attitude planning, (e) robot-centric planning for scaling the preview control actions to
different robot poses and (f) the trunk velocities are the high-level user commands
for practical teleoperation of the system.
The main contribution of this work is a novel trajectory optimization approach
for legged locomotion on rough terrain. In contrast to [56], my method considers terrain topologies (in the form of a terrain costmap) for foothold selection in
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the trajectory optimization framework for locomotion on rough
terrain. An optimal control sequence U∗ given the user’s goals, the actual state
s0 and the terrain costmap is computed offline. Given this optimal control
sequence, the optimal plan S∗ is generated in order to cope with the changes
in the terrain elevation through trunk attitude planning. Lastly, the whole-body
controller calculates the joint torques τ ∗ that satisfy friction-cone constraints.

the trajectory optimization. My planner can produce a wide range of different locomotion behaviors despite the use of low-dimensional parametric models. The
combination of these models with stochastic-based exploration and receding horizon planning helps us to automatically adapt the walking gait, that increases the
versatility of legged robots in rough terrain locomotion compared with decoupled
planners. Moreover, the various terrain elevations are tackled by modulating the
trunk height and attitude, and planning in the horizontal frame. Additional contributions include trajectory optimization with different terrain costmaps, a suitable
terrain description through a cost function and a method for guaranteeing the dynamic stability when the robot adjusts the attitude of its trunk. To the best of our
knowledge, this approach is the first that jointly optimizes phase duration and
foothold selection while considering terrain topology. The details of my coupled planning method are described in Chapter 5. This work has been previously published
in [52].

1.2.3

Whole-body motion planning with contact forces

Whole-body motions can be planned using a set of simplified dynamic models that
capture the relevant locomotion quantities such as CoM and CoP, as in the coupled
motion and foothold planning approach. These models reduce significantly the dimensionality of the problem, but they are just representative for a subset of movements (e.g. walking or hopping). However, most animal and human locomotion

1.2 contributions
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the proposed hierarchical trajectory optimization. This hierarchical trajectory optimization method reduces the complexity of the motion planning problem by considering two different optimization phases: centroidal and
full trajectory optimization. First, the centroidal trajectory optimization phase
produces a locally optimal CoM motion using the centroidal dynamics model
[64], which does not consider joint dynamics (i.e. link’s CoM). Second, the full
trajectory optimization phase refines the CoM trajectory by applying the robot’s
full-dynamics and joint limits. Both optimization phases use complementarity
constraints to model the contact interactions.

behaviors involve dynamic motions and rich contact interactions. In fact complex
maneuvers need to consider dynamic movements and contact forces at the same
time. A good example is the jumping task because the contact forces play an important role in predicting the ballistic trajectory of the robot. Nevertheless, these
trajectory optimization problems are hard to solve due to the high-dimensional
search spaces and very nonlinear constraint functions, such as the contact forces
ones. Indeed contact forces abruptly change the behavior of the system, which create discontinuities in the optimization landscape [60][71]. To alleviate these issues,
I propose a novel hierarchical trajectory optimization method [53] (see Fig. 1.4).
This finds feasible trajectories for tasks that require the exploration of different
contact sequences through highly-dynamic movements. We choose a set of jumping tasks as examples, as these highlight the ability to explore the dynamical capabilities of the robot, in order to reach goals that are unreachable in a kinematic
manner. I validate my method in 2-DoFs leg called HyL.
The main contribution of this work is a novel hierarchical trajectory optimization
approach based on the divide and conquer principle (see Fig. 1.4). The hierarchical
trajectory optimization can produce a wide range of complex behaviors, without
scheduling a contact sequence, by reducing the search space to a fixed sequence of
commands. I use the fixed sequence of commands to generate a continuous motion
plan. The trajectory optimization approach is posed as a Mathematical Program
with Complementarity Constraints (MPCC). First, I prune the search space by finding a feasible trajectory according to the robot’s centroidal dynamic. Second, I
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impose the robot’s joint limits by optimizing with the full dynamic model. The details of my hierarchical trajectory optimization method are described in Chapter 6.
This work has been previously published in [53].

1.3

Thesis Outline

In this opening chapter, I introduced the main research topics, motivations and
contributions of this work. Each main contribution is presented in an individual
chapter (Chapters 4 to 6); these chapters build up the core of this thesis. The rest
of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 This chapter introduces the state of the art in legged robot motion planning
for rough terrain locomotion, summarizing the main works in this field. An
overview of the different modules for legged locomotion is described in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 introduces few relevant works focused on rough terrain
locomotion. Later, Section 2.3 explains in details the different motion planning methods which are classified in two categories (decoupled and coupled
planning). Finally, Section 2.4 explains how the presented related works are
connected with this thesis.
Chapter 3 This chapter describes the common elements used along all the planning
methods developed in this thesis, i.e. our robotic platform and perception
module for online mapping. Section 3.1 describes the quadrupedal robot
platform used for our experiments called HyQ, and its leg called HyL, and
introduces the various nomenclature used in quadrupedal robots along this
thesis. Section 3.2 explains the terrain perception system developed in this
thesis. Our motion planners use the terrain costmap (Section 3.2.1) and the
terrain heightmap (Section 3.2.2). Both maps are computed online and onboard from a RGBD (Asus Xtion) camera data given the estimated body
position.
Chapter 4 This chapter presents a new framework for dynamic legged locomotion over
challenging terrain. A decoupled motion and foothold planning method is
proposed. Section 4.1 describes how the overall body-path and appropriate
footholds are chosen. Section 4.2 explains how dynamically stable wholebody motions are generated based on an arbitrary footstep sequence. Section 4.3 describes how desired motions are accurately and compliantly executed. Section 4.4 evaluates the performance of our framework in real-world
experimental trials and pinpoints the main reasons behind trial-failure that
were encountered. Next, the possible factors that can limit the success of the
framework are identified (Section 4.5). Section 4.6 summarizes this work and
presents ideas and directions for future work.
Chapter 5 This chapter proposes a novel trajectory optimization method for dynamic
legged locomotion over rough terrain. The problem is formulated as a trajectory and foothold optimization (i.e. coupled planning of CoM motions
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and footholds), in which the terrain topology is considered. Section 5.1 describes how to generate the CoM trajectory from a sequence of parametric
preview models. Next, the trajectory optimization algorithm for legged locomotion over rough terrain is described (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 describes
how to guarantee friction-cone constraint when a desired motion is accurately and compliantly executed. Section 5.4 evaluates the performance of
the trajectory optimization approach in experimental trials, which shows the
improvements compared with a decoupled planning approach, and Section 5.5
discusses the improvement factors. Finally, Section 5.6 draws the conclusions
and presents ideas for future work.
Chapter 6 This chapter proposes a novel hierarchical trajectory optimization of wholebody motions and contact forces. Our method describes the contact model
through a set of complementary constraints. Section 6.1 describes the hierarchical trajectory optimization approach proposed for dynamic motion planning. Section 6.3 evaluates the performance of the trajectory optimization approach in real-world experimental trials with a robotic leg. Next, Section 6.4
discusses how the hierarchical trajectory optimization helps to discover different behaviors before Section 6.5 summarizes this work and presents ideas
for future work.
Chapter 7 This chapter draws the conclusions and presents ideas for future work regarding of the research presented in this thesis.
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Related Work
Legged locomotion might require to combine different elements such as planning
of motion sequences, discovery and learning new behaviors and reactive control
strategies. Thus, we present an overview of the different approaches for planning
of motion sequences, learning and discovery of new behaviors and reactive control
strategies. Later, we describe in detail a few relevant motion planning techniques
and frameworks for rough terrain locomotion. There are different approaches in
the literature such as methodical search algorithms, non-linear optimization and
reinforcement learning methods.

2.1 Overview
Accident and natural disaster sites require robots that are able to navigate over
rough and unstructured terrain, where legged robots, particularly quadruped
robots, are the better solution compared to humanoids or wheeled vehicles. Nevertheless, the legged locomotion problem requires careful planning of motion sequences and accurate body control, sometime through highly dynamic phases (i.e.
jumping, rearing, etc). The most recent developments in rough terrain locomotion
were driven by the DARPA Learning Locomotion Program1 , where LittleDog, a
small quadruped robot, was shown to traverse a rough terrain such as in Fig. 2.1.
In the same line, the Dynamic Legged Systems (DLS) lab of the Istituto Italiano di
Tecnologia has developed a torque-controlled quadruped robot called Hydraulically actuated Quadruped (HyQ), as is shown in Fig. 2.1, which was designed to
move over rough terrain and perform highly dynamic tasks such as jumping and
running with a variety of gaits.
Planning of Motion Sequences involves making decisions about the contact
point sequences and behaviors. The problem could be posed as decoupled or
coupled planning, i.e. by independently or jointly computing the CoM motions
and contact sequences, respectively. Decoupled planning is the most established
method for rough terrain locomotion [39][45][85] due to the fact that it reduces
the complexity of the problem by splitting it into a list of sub-problems. These
approaches might use optimization techniques [38][11] to achieve robust and fast
locomotion, or even methodical search2 [28][15]. In contrast, there is a new wave of
developments focusing on motion synthesis frameworks that plan simultaneously
sequences of contacts and behaviors [60][71], which enable more natural locomo1 For more information about the DARPA Learning Locomotion Program see [68].
2 Footstep transitions are methodically explored, by combining graph search and single-mode planning.
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Figure 2.1: Left: the LittleDog quadruped robot traversing a rocky terrain [68]. Right:
the two copies of HyQ robots, fully torque-controlled hydraulically actuated
quadruped robots [76].

tion. In theses approaches, the locomotion is stated as complex non-linear optimization problems because of the discontinuous nature of contact forces. There
are two trends for motion synthesis, the first ones state it as an optimization problem with switching dynamics and discontinuous state transitions3 [62][28][15] or
with a predefined sequence of locomotion phases [56][33], and the second ones
use multi-contact dynamics methods in order to pose as a mode invariant trajectory optimization problem4 [60][71][13]. Table 2.1 shows the different methods for
planning of motion sequences.
Learning and Discovery of New Behaviors can be solved using trajectory optimization in order to guide the policy searching [60][13]. These approaches allow us to easily search for a policy in high-dimensional spaces. They are based
on possible inaccurate models of the robot, i.e. they assume a perfect knowledge
of the system. In contrast, traditional machine learning approaches such as Reinforcement Learning (RL) compute optimal policies directly on measured data
and rewards from interactions with the environment [41][80]. Note that they are
not plagued by model inaccuracies. For instance Theodorou et al. [80] propose a
stochastic optimal control with path integral, called Policy Improvement with Path
Integral (PI2 ). This method learns parametrized policies that allows LittleDog to
jump over a gap. They use Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs)5 as parametrized
policies. DMPs have been proved to be a successful method for policy-based RL algorithms [66][67][42]. Time-dependent Gaussian basis functions can also be used
as parametrized policy. In fact, Fankhauser [16] proposed a method that learns
3 This type of system are the so called hybrid ones.
4 It allows simultaneous optimization of contact and behaviors.
5 DMPs are canonical policies or differential equations with well-defined attractor properties that encode discrete and rhythmic motor skills; theses canonical policies were proposed by [36].

2.1 overview

Coupled

Decoupled

Table 2.1: Brief overview of existing motion planning approaches, classified as decoupled
and coupled. Both decoupled and coupled approaches are sub-classified in different families: multi-model and hierarchical planning, and hybrid system and
mode-invariant planning, respectively.

Multi-modal planning

Hierarchical planning

Hauser [26]

Kolter et al. [45]

Hauser and Latombe [28]

Kolter et al. [43]

Hauser et al. [30]

Kalakrishnan et al. [40]

Escande et al. [14]

Kalakrishnan et al. [39]

Escande et al. [15]

Winkler et al. [85]

Hybrid system planning

Mode-invariant planning

Mordatch et al. [56]

Mordatch et al. [60]

El Khoury et al. [12]

Tassa et al. [78]

Nakanishi et al. [62]

Erez et al. [13]
Posa et al. [71]

long vertical jumps and periodic hopping on ScarlETH6 . They created a simple
policy library that allows to generate jumps towards a desired position by using a
linear interpolation between two neighboring learned policies.
Whole-Body Control must be robust against uncertainties and unexpected terrain changes, and at the same time being able to generate accurate motions of
the robot. There is a risk of unbalancing the robot with high-gain controllers because this cannot adapt to unexpected contacts. One possible solution consists of
increasing the controller compliance by using feedforward torques. For instance
they can be computed using the inverse dynamics and predicted contact forces
[6][55], but the wrongly predicted contact forces will impact dramatically on the
controller tracking performance. In fact, these errors might produce inconsistent
desired whole-body trajectories (qd , q̇d , q̈d ) which are required for computing the
desired torque commands. Thus, the Prioritized Task-Space Control (PTSC) framework has been proposed to overcome these issues [10][84]. Such task-space controllers provide a more appropriate methodology for planning and learning of
whole-body behaviors because they do not suffer from such inconsistencies. For
instance, through considerations on the Ground Reaction Forces (GRFs) constraints,
generated motions are able to easily adapt to uneven terrain scenarios. PTSC formulations pose it as a conic optimization problem. Other examples compute optimal

6 ScarlETH is a planar one-legged robotic system and consists of a main body/base, a thigh and a
shank.
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control commands by using a template model7 [37][47], which might be implemented using the Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework such as [13].

2.2 Legged Locomotion on Rough Terrain
In the literature the problem of legged locomotion over rough terrain has been
hierarchically decomposed in different modules. As a common ground, these approaches separate the problem basically into three components: 1) a high-level
planner, which plans a sequence of footsteps 2) a low-level planner, which plans
a trajectory for the body and 3) a low-level controller, which achieves the desired
body and feet trajectories in the face of disturbances. An important advantage
of a hierarchical decomposition is that it speeds up computation time. These approaches have proved to work successfully in practice.

2.2.1

Overview

Several works have proposed a general planning and control architecture for fast
and robust locomotion on rough terrain. Kolter et al. [45] propose three levels:
high-level planner, low-level planner and low-level controller. In the same vein,
Kalakrishnan et al. [39] use three main subsystems: 1) body path planner 2) footstep planner and 3) floating-base inverse dynamics controller as is shown in Fig. 2.2.
Furthermore, for exploiting the active compliance of the HyQ robot, Winkler et al.
[85] developed an adaptive controller that combines a virtual model controller
with a floating-base inverse dynamics controller.
In work [45], the high-level planner finds a set of feasible footsteps across the
terrain. They use a foot costmap that indicates the desirability of stepping at any
location in the terrain. For that, it is necessary to build a body costmap which averages the foot costs around the default foot locations. An approximated body
path is found from the body costmap. This path is computed in a pre-processing
step using dynamic programming. Footholds are selected along the approximated
body path through a receding horizon branching search. At the low-level planner,
the desired trajectory of the robot’s CoM is computed for static stability. The static
stability projects the actual CoM position into the support triangle. Then, the desired trajectory is calculated by moving the feet in a box pattern (i.e. from a lateral
viewpoint). Finally, joint-space PD controllers are used for tracking the desired
trajectories.
Kalakrishnan et al. [39] proposed an approach that learns offline a foothold
ranking function used for computing the terrain reward map. The robot motion
and footholds are computed online from an offline map. The approximated body
path is computed from the terrain reward map, which guides the robot through
regions with good footholds. Later, the footstep planner computes a set of optimized footholds, for the next four steps, by using greedy search. A fixed pattern
of locomotion is used to reduced the search space. For every candidate foothold,
7 A template model captures the fundamental dynamics of the system
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: An overview of the planning and control architecture for quadruped locomotion over rough terrain: (a) Kalakrishnan et al. [39] and (b) Kolter et al. [45] are
two examples of architectures developed for the DARPA Learning and Locomotion Challenge. These architectures decompose the problem in three components: i.e. high-level planner, low-level planner and controller. The images are
copied from the aforementioned works.

the body pose generator maximizes the kinematic reachability and to avoid collision with the terrain. The body trajectory generator is formulated as a QP, which
uses a desired foothold sequence and the CoP stability condition for computing
the CoM trajectory. Finally Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization for Motion Planning (CHOMP) generates a foot trajectory which avoids leg collisions (e.g. shin
collision) [88]. CHOMP uses an initial trajectory as seed.

2.2.2 Terrain modeling
In rough terrain locomotion, the footholds have to be selected carefully in order
to improve the stability and robustness of the task. A terrain model influences
the foothold selection process. In fact, the terrain model quantifies how desirable
it is to place a foot at a specific location. A set of geometric feature can be used
to quantify, e.g. through cost values, the cross-ability of a terrain. Furthermore, allowed terrain regions can be described through a set of constraint or high-penalty
cost values.
In work [45], the high-level planner computes a set of feasible footsteps from a
terrain costmap. The planned footstep sequence aims to be robust against terrain
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difficulties, e.g. it prevents slipping and other undesired behaviors. As mentioned
above, the terrain costmap is used for computing the body and foot costmaps. The associated cost values are computed from different geometric features such as slope
and curvature. The total cost value is a linear combination of feature cost values,
i.e. g(rij ) = wT φ(rij ) where φ(rij ) maps the feature to cost values. Nevertheless,
one of the major challenges of this approach is to properly tune the set of weights
w that allows the robot to successful cross the terrain. Kolter et al. [43] tackled this
problem by inferring the terrain model (or weights w) given a set of high-level
expert advices (i.e. body path and footsteps). The authors proposed to use the
Hierarchical Apprenticeship Learning (HAL) framework for solving this problem.
An important remark about the approach is that the performance depends on the
careful design of cost-value functions.
In contrast, Kalakrishnan et al. [40] use expert-demonstrated footholds for learning a set of terrain templates along associated set of weights. A terrain template is
a discretized height map of the terrain around the foothold, and it has an associated feature value8 . Manual building of a set of templates is time-consuming,
and it might be nearly impossible to attain a good generalization performance.
Thus, the authors propose a method that can simultaneously learn, from expertdemonstrated footholds, a small set of templates and a foothold ranking function (i.e. the set of weights) per each template. Given a set of reachable footholds
F = {f1 · · · fn }, an expert foothold demonstration fc implicitly means that it provides the maximum reward (or minimum cost):
wT xc > wT xi

∀i ∈ F; i 6= n

(1)

where x ∈ Rd is the feature vector computed from a selected subset of templates, w ∈ Rd is the weight vector (d number of template in the library), and
R(fi ) = wT xi is the reward value of a determined foothold fi . The foothold ranking function learning (i.e. learning of the weight vector w) can be posed as linear
classification problem. They compute the weight vector w, together with a selection of the template subset, by promoting the sparse solution in the linear binary
classifier (i.e. a l1 -regularized logistic regression) that minimizes the following cost
function:


m
X
1
J=
− log
+ λkwk1
(2)
1 + exp (wT y)
i=1

where m is the number of expert demonstrations, λ is the regularization parameter, and y ∈ Rd ; ∀y ∈ {+1, −1} is the classified demonstration. Note that all the
demonstrated footholds map to the target class +1 of the pairwise difference feature vectors (xc − xi ) (see Eq. (1)). Once the sparse weight vector w is learned, the
templates with zero weight are discarded. The reward values are computed from
the feature value of the templates of the library. The feature value represents the
similarity between the template and the candidate foothold.
8 The feature vector xi is composed of two groups: terrain features, which encode information about
the terrain at the foothold, and pose features, which quantify all other relevant information like
progress towards the goal, stability margins, and collision margins
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2.3 Planning of Motion Sequences
In legged systems, planning of motion sequences can be stated as the process of
finding optimal contact interactions and motions. A feasible set of motions depend on the selected contact interactions, and vice-versa; the motion and contact
sequences are coupled variables. In fact, a coupled planning approach jointly computes the motion and contact sequences. One of the main problems with such
approaches is that the search space grows quickly, and the problem might become intractable. There are several efforts to develop computationally efficient
algorithms by describing the system as hybrid [56][62][12] (Section 2.3.2.1) or considering the contact forces [60][71][13][78] (Section 2.3.2.2). The main motivation
of these techniques is to synthesize more general motions, but they might suffer of
local minima problems. On the other hand, decoupling into a set of subproblems
(i.e. contact and motion planning) reduces the search space, and as consequence,
the computation time. These approaches can be classified as multi-modal planning
[28][29][15] (Section 2.3.1.1) or hierarchical planning [45][39][89] (Section 2.3.1.2).
There is two classes of multi-modal planning: contact-before-motion and motionbefore-contact. In addition the hierarchical planning approach assumes a predefined
contact sequence (e.g. walking or trotting gaits). So it does not require to explore
different contact configuration transitions. This section reviews the state of the art
of these methods, and proposes the aforementioned classification.

2.3.1 Decoupled motion and contact planning
Contacts or impacts comprise of discrete state transitions through continuous motions. Each continuous motion is called a mode, where a mode defines a configuration space9 given a determined contact interaction. The task of finding a sequence
of modes towards a specified goal is called multi-modal planning [26]. When there
is not a restriction about the choices of possible contacts is called multi-contact
planning [15]. Different methodical search methods (i.e. search-based planning algorithms) can be used for finding the path between modes. On the other hand, we
can exploit the knowledge of a task such as walking by predefining a fixed contact sequence (i.e. foothold sequence). Along this thesis I describe it as hierarchical
planning. Because the mode switches are predefined, it allows us to decompose
into contact and motion planning. For instance, Kolter et al. [45], Kalakrishnan
et al. [39] and Winkler et al. [85] decompose into a high-level planning (i.e. bodypath and foothold planning) and a low-level planning (i.e. CoM and foot trajectory
generation).
2.3.1.1

Multi-modal planning

In multi-modal planning, the configuration space Q consists of a set of n modes
Σ = {σ1 · · · σn }. Every mode σ ∈ Σ is defined by a set of motion constraints such
as the active contact set. A configuration space can be partitioned into a set of
9 In motion planning, the configuration space defines a set of all possible robot configurations [49].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: An overview of a multi-modal planning over contact sub-manifold (a) Moving
within the same family Σf from q1 to q2 requires transitioning to a different
mode σ 0 (figure copied from [28]) and (b) These transitions in any contact
sequence, or locomotion pattern of a 2D tripod robot (figure copied from [15]).

f disjoint modes Σ1 · · · Σf (see Fig. 2.3). Given a goal state q2 , the task of the
multi-modal planner is to plan a path through different lower-dimensional submanifolds (i.e. a mode manifold Qσ ) that connect to the initial state q1 . For moving through different mode sub-manifolds it is required to find the set of transition
configurations10 q 0 . The set of transition configurations define the contact sequence.
There are two mode transitioning approaches, implicit and explicit. Implicit methods generate a path in Qσ , and then check if any transition configuration exist
(i.e. motion-before-contact planning). Explicit methods sample one or more transition configurations from two adjunct mode sub-manifolds Qσ ∩ Qσ 0 , and plans a
single-mode path that connect them (i.e. contact-before-motion planning).
Different transition regions are computed given a set of adjacent modes (see
Fig. 2.4a,2.4b). Due to the large number of modes, it might be randomly selected
a subset of mode transitions for computing the single-mode paths [30]. Moreover,
a heuristic function might produce a smaller subset of modes that are likely to
contain a path to the goal [28]. Motion primitives can be used as domain knowledge in order to guide the exploration toward promising choices [27]. Note that
this selection distributes a sparse number of modes across the configuration space.
Once the transition configurations are computed, probabilistic roadmaps can be
used to connect them [26] (see Fig. 2.4c). Finally, a set of roadmaps are selected in
order to compute a path from the start to the goal states (see Fig. 2.4d).
Escande et al. [15] propose a multi-contact planning algorithm that can plan a
sequence of movements without restricting the choices of possible contacts, i.e.
any part of the robot11 could be a contact point. This planner belongs to the class
10 If there is a transition configuration between the modes σ and σ 0 , then it is said that σ 0 is an adjacent
mode of σ
11 Regions defined as possible contact areas.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4: Multi-modal planning (copied from [26]); (a) there are 9 modes, where the
feasible spaces are white and the start and goal configuration are green and
red points, respectively; (b) the transition regions between the adjacent modes
are computed; (c) the roadmaps are built in each mode; and (d) the set of
roadmaps are connected.
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of contact-before-motion strategies. The contact planner spans a tree of possible
contacts using a potential-field, this is an adapted version of the Best First Planning
(BFP) algorithm. Then, a posture generator checks the feasibility of a certain contact
configuration. This problem is posed as a nonlinear optimization program, and
solved using the Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (FSQP) solver [14].
2.3.1.2 Hierarchical planning
Under the assumption of a predefined contact sequence, the hierarchical planning
decomposes the problem into two subproblems: motion and contact planning.
These assumptions are common in locomotion because we can impose a predefined foothold sequence (or gait), as in works [45][39][85]. This decomposition
reduces the search space, and as a consequence the computation time.
high-level planning The high-level planner computes offline an approximated body path from the terrain costmap. Given the terrain costmap, the body
cost-to-go is calculated using the n best foothold locations, and the body attitude
cost (i.e. roll and pitch angles). The body cost reflects how desirable is a certain
CoM path in terms of the terrain conditions. The cheapest body path can be computed using Dijkstra’s algorithm [85], Dynamic Programming algorithm [45] or
tree search approaches [73][34].
Once the body path is generated, a set of footsteps is planned along the approximated body path from a greedy search [39][85] or a receding horizon branching
search [45]. Both approaches generate an online footstep sequence given a predefined locomotion pattern. For quadrupedal walking gaits, two different pattern
of locomotion are successfully used: Left-Hind (LH), Left-Front (LF), Right-Hind
(RH), Right-Front (RF) [39][85] or RH, RF, LH, and LF [45]. The foothold selection minimizes the terrain cost [45] or might even minimize the cached terrain
cost, body attitude and static stability [39][85]. In addition, Kalakrishnan et al.
[39] proposed a pose finder system that optimizes the 6D pose of the robot body
(x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw), where the x and y positions are defined according to
the stability criterion. The pose finder maximizes the kinematic reachability and
avoids feet collisions. Two main approaches exist: the first one is the cyclic coordinate descent search technique, and the second one is a gradient-based optimizer
that uses floating-base iterative inverse kinematic algorithm.
low-level planning The low-level planner computes a desired body trajectory and foot trajectories given a foothold sequence. The desired body trajectory
generator satisfies the static stability [45][85] or the dynamic one [39]. Kolter et al.
[45] propose to use the double support triangle as static criterion, i.e. moving the
CoM to the intersection point between the two support triangles and then to the
robot’s effective center12 . In work [85], the CoM is moved from the center of the
support triangle to the feet average position of the next stance. Both approaches
generate the vertical body position based on the height of the feet raised by a
12 The robot’s effective center is calculated as the average positions of its four feet, i.e. stance posture.
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desired body height. The body pitch is calculated from the support polygon orientation. In contrast to traditional CoM-based approaches (i.e. static stability), Kalakrishnan et al. [39] use the CoP condition13 , as dynamic stability criterion, and a
cart-table model. In this work, the step durations are predefined which ends up in
QP problem.
The foot trajectory generator has to consider leg collisions, e.g. shin collision.
For instance, Kolter et al. [45] and Winkler et al. [85] implemented a trivial approach that generates a swing-movement using a box pattern shape (i.e. from the
lateral viewpoint). In contrast, Kalakrishnan et al. [39] compute the trajectory in
two phases. First, an initial trajectory is generated between the start and goal position using piecewise quintic splines. This trajectory only guaranteed to avoid
collisions in the end-effector. Second, the trajectory is refined using a trajectory
optimizer called CHOMP [88].

2.3.2 Coupled motion and contact planning
From another standpoint, the motion planning could be solved by simultaneously
computing the motion and contact interactions, i.e. coupled planning. It might
be described through a hybrid system, i.e. by predefining a sequence of contact
switching. There exist two methods for describing the contact switching, i.e. timeor state-based. Nakanishi et al. [62] demonstrated that a time-based hybrid system
can be used to tackle the problem of dynamic motion planning in robots with
passive compliant actuation. Furthermore, hybrid systems have been also used to
synthesize different bipedal locomotion gaits [56]. On the other hand, the contact
discontinuities can be described through smooth approximation of the contact
dynamics (i.e. contact forces) or complementary constraints [77]. These models
are used to describe the robot dynamics in a trajectory optimization problem. For
instance, they might be used to stabilize complex behaviors using a real-time MPC
in a humanoid robot [13][78], and for motion planning through contact-invariant
trajectory optimization [60][22] or contact models as complementary constraints
[71][9][22]. Note that the contact forces are part of the decision variables, whereas
in hybrid models, contact events are modeled as instantaneous discrete transitions.
2.3.2.1

Hybrid system planning

Motion planning with contacts can be posed as a hybrid optimization problem,
i.e. by describing the contact switching as state-based or time-based. The contact
switching can be modeled as a state-based hybrid system, but it is a nontrivial
optimization problem because it has to be posed as multi-point boundary value
problem with several interior-point constraints. In fact, Nakanishi et al. [62] suggested to approximate it using a nonlinear time-based switching hybrid dynamic
representation, where the multiple phases of the movement are known. The authors achieved highly dynamic motions for a realistic brachiating robot and a hopper. This approach computes an optimal feedback control law u = u(x,t) which
13 It also knows as the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) criterion [82].
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minimizes the composite cost, and simultaneously optimizes switching instances
t1 , · · · , tk and the final time tf as well:
J = φ(x(tf )) +

k
X

j

ψ

(x(t−
j )) +

j=1

Z tf
h(x, u)dt

(3)

t0

where φ(x(tf )) is the terminal cost, ψj (x(t−
j )) is the via-point cost at j-th switching
instance and h(x, u) is the running cost. They solve it using an iterative Linear
Quadratic Regulator (iLQR) by approximating it with local quadratic model. This
optimization problem is subject to a time-based hybrid dynamic model. A timebased hybrid dynamic model can be written as:
ẋ = fi (x, u),
x(t+
j )

=

∆ij−1 ,ij (x(t−
j ))

i ∈ I = {1, 2, · · · , m}

(4)

where fi : Rn × Rm → Rn is the i-th subsystem, x ∈ Rn is a state vector, u ∈ Rm
is a control input vector and I is the set of indices for subsystems. They assume
an instantaneous discrete (discontinuous) state transition ∆ij−1 ,ij for j = 1, · · · , k,
−
where x(t+
j ) and x(tj ) denote the post- and pre- transition states, respectively.
2.3.2.2 Mode-invariant planning
Above-mentioned techniques treat the discontinuous nature of the problem, which
results from contact forces or impacts, as discrete sequence of modes, e.g. by restricting the search for a complete trajectory to a specified sequence of modes of
hybrid behaviors. In contrast, mode-invariant planning considers the contact dynamics by smoothing them [60][58][22] and/or describing them as complementary
constraints [60][71]. For instance, Mordatch et al. [60] introduced a Contact Invariant Optimization (CIO) method that simultaneously optimizes the contacts and
the motions. CIO uses a scalar variable that indicates whether a potential contact
should be active in a given phase (mode) of the movement. CIO relaxes the contact
constraints which allows contact forces to act at a distance. On the other hand, the
contact forces can be posed as complementary constraints such as in the Linear
Complementarity Programming (LCP) formulation for multi-contact forward simulation [77]. Posa et al. [71] described the contacts as complementary constraints,
i.e. as a MPCC problem14 .
smoothing of the contact dynamics Smoothing of the contact dynamics allows us to reduce the complexity and computation time of the optimization
problem [78], and even to include a continuation procedure that helps to discover
different behaviors [60]. For instance, Erez et al. [13] and Tassa et al. [78] implemented an online MPC machinery based on iLQR15 . Note that due to the smoothing
14 A MPCC is a class of non-linear optimization problems in which complementary constraints are
imposed.
15 iLQR is a variant of the well-known Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) algorithm with the
difference that it only uses the first derivatives of the dynamics.
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contact dynamics, they can evaluate very quickly the dynamics and its derivatives,
and still predict accurately the robot behavior. On the other hand, Mordatch et al.
[60] propose a set of auxiliary decision variables ci,φ(s) that indicate whether a potential contact should be active in a given phase (i.e CIO), which helps to discover
different behaviors. Given a particular initial position of the robot and a goal, CIO
computes a sequence of movements and contact interactions for a predefined number of phases k and n end-effector. The optimal solution s∗ ∈ R(12(n+1)+n)k (i.e.
h
iT
s∗ = x1···k ẋ1···k c1···k ) is computed by minimizing a composite cost function
g(s):
g(s) = gci (s) + gphysics (s) + gtask (s) + ghint (s)
(5)
where gci is the contact-invariant cost, gphysics physics-consistency cost, gtask
the task cost and ghint a hint cost that shapes the exploration in the early iterations (e.g. dynamic stability hint). As an important mark of the CIO is that it
transforms, due to the introduction of the auxiliary variable, a highly discontinuous and local-minima-prone search space into a slightly larger but much betterbehaved and continuous search space. The auxiliary variables do not only affect
the dynamics (i.e. gphysics by enabling and disabling contact forces) but also the
contact-invariant cost function:
X
(6)
gci (s) =
ci,φ(t) (s)(kei,t (s)k2 + kėi,t (s)k2 )
t

where ei,t (s) is a 4D contact-violation vector for end-effector i at time t. This cost
defines that if we have an active contact, a large value of ci,φ(t) (s), the optimizer
has to reduce the contact-violation vector, i.e. the ith end-effector must be touching
in the phase φ(t) at time t. On the other hand, the optimizer could find more
convenient that the ith end-effector does not make a contact in the phase φ(t),
thus, it will find large values for kei,t (s)k. But if the auxiliary variable ci,φ(t)
affects also the dynamics (i.e. gphysics ) then the optimizer avoids to set all c’s to
zero. The physics-violation cost gphysics is defined as:
X
Jphysics (s) =
kJt (s)T ft (s) + But (s) − τt (s)k2
(7)
t

where Jt (s) ∈ R6n×d is the Jacobian matrix, ft (s) ∈ R6n is the vector of the contact
forces acting on all n end-effectors, B ∈ R6n×d is the mapping matrix of applied
forces/controls in the actuated space to the full space, ut (s) ∈ R6n are the applied
forces in the n end-effector and τt (s) denotes the inverse of the smooth dynamics.
The CIO is an unconstrained non-linear optimization problem, which is solved
using the Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (LBFGS) algorithm.
LBFGS is an iterative method for solving unconstrained non-linear optimization
problems using quasi-Newton methods.
contact forces as complementary constraints The robot interaction
with the environment causes discontinuities in the dynamics due to the contact
forces. The contact forces can be modeled as complementary constraints [77]. For
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instance, some multi-contact engines solve the contact constraints using numerical solutions of linear or non-linear complementary problems (LCPs and NCPs).
The complementary-based contact model imposes a hard-constraint in the optimization problem, instead of relaxation of contact forces that allow them to act
at a distance (e.g. CIO approach). Note that it might generate dynamically infeasible trajectories. These type of constraints represent the combinatorial nature by
describing them as orthogonal and positive. For example a contact model can be
described as:
0 6 λn̂
(8)
i ⊥ φi (q) > 0
th end-effector
where λn̂
i is the contact force acting along the surface normal at the i
(i.e. contact point) and φi (q) is the signed distance between the ith contact point
xi and the surface Si given a joint position q.
The trajectory optimization problem could be solved using direct and shooting
methods. A shooting method can be plagued by poorly conditioned gradients,
which is why direct methods are widely used for planning in robotic systems. Posa
et al. [71] posed it as direct transcription method and included complementary
constraints, i.e. the contact forces are part of the decision variables. In the literature,
this kind of problems are called MPCC.

min

h,q[k],u[k],λ[k]

φ(q[k]) + h

N
X

L(q[k − 1], τ [k], λ[k])

(9)

k=1

which is subject to full dynamic constraints and contact model constraints. They
transcribe the full dynamic constraint by applying an Euler-backward integration
rule.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we present an overview of the state of the art in motion planning
for legged systems. We classify the motion planners as decoupled and coupled
ones. At the same time, we sub-classify the decoupled and coupled planning in
terms of how they are formulated. The decoupled planners use kinematic models
for selecting contact interactions, but we can plan dynamic motions in the hierarchical planning family. On the other hand, the coupled planners compute contact
and motion using dynamic models. This allows us to increase the capabilities of
the robot by planning dynamic motions. The hybrid system planners reduce the
computation time, and complexity of the problem, but they are still limited to a certain kind of movements (e.g. walking gait). Additionally, we present an overview
of the different rough terrain locomotion frameworks. In contrast to general planning methods, these frameworks consider the terrain topology for foothold planning. Finally, different robot models have been studied along all these planning
techniques.
Based on these preliminary works, in this thesis we develop three different planning methods: one decoupled and two coupled ones. We use different robot dynamic models: cart-table, contact wrench and full dynamics; in addition to the
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kinematic models. Furthermore, we formulate the motion planning problem in
different ways as: graph search, quadratic optimization, non-linear optimization
and stochastic optimization. Finally, we developed a perception system that builds
an online terrain costmap. We use this terrain costmap in different planning techniques.
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Robotic System and Perception Module
This chapter describes the HyQ and the HyL robots; the platforms used in the
experiments of this thesis. Furthermore, it describes the perception system that we
developed for rough terrain locomotion. This system builds a terrain costmap and
heightmap from the incoming point-cloud data on commodity sensor. In this thesis,
we use the RGBD (Asus Xtion) camera. The terrain costmap and heightmap are
common components between the different motion planning methods developed
in this thesis.

3.1 HyQ
HyQ is a hydraulically actuated quadruped robot developed by the Dynamic Legged

Systems (DLS) Lab at the Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT) [76][75]. HyQ has been
designed to perform highly-dynamic motions such as trotting and jumping, as
well as, to carefully navigate over rough terrain. Different potential applications
are targeted by this robot such as search and rescue, forestry technology, and construction. The robot is fully torque-controlled which enables to actively control the
compliance [5][4]. It roughly has the dimensions of a goat, i.e. 1.0 m×0.5 m×0.98 m
(length × width × height). The leg length ranges from 0.339-0.789 m and the hip-tohip distance is 0.75 m. HyQ’s weight is approximately 85 kg, it varies depending on
the number of onboard computers and exteroceptive sensors such as cameras and
lasers. The Left-Front (LF), Right-Front (RF), Left-Hind (LH) and Right-Hind (RH)
legs are represented as brown, yellow, green and blue, respectively (see Fig. 3.1b).
The robot is equipped with 12 active Degree of Freedoms (DoFs). Each leg has
three joints: Hip Abduction/Adduction (HAA), Hip Flexion/Extension (HFE) and
Knee Flexion/Extension (KFE). The HyQ robot is actuated by 8 hydraulic cylinders
(HFE and KFE) and 4 hydraulic rotary motors (HAA), which are driven by high
performance servo-valves (bandwidth around 250 Hz). At every piston rod ends,
there are load-cells that measure the forces of the pistons, and as result the joint
torques can be computed through the mechanism kinematics (Fig. 3.1a). Similarly,
a custom torque sensor provides direct measurement of the HAA torques. All the
joints are equipped with high-precision encoders: relative and absolute encoders.
For all the experiments presented in this thesis, HyQ has two onboard computers:
a Pentium i5 with Real-Time (RT) Linux (Xenomai) patch, and a Pentium i5 with
Linux. The PC with Xenomai processes the low-level controller (hydraulic-actuator
controller) at 1 KHz which communicates with the proprioceptive sensors through
EtherCAD boards. Additionally, this PC runs the high-level controller (robot controller) at 250 Hz. Both RT threads (i.e. low- and high- level controllers) communicate through shared memory. The non-RT PC processes the extereoceptive sensors
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Figure 3.1: HyQ: the Hydraulic actuated Quadruped robot. The HyQ robot is actuated by 8
hydraulic cylinders (hip flexion/extension and knee flexion/extension) and 4
hydraulic rotary motors (hip abduction/adduction). (a) A picture of HyQ with
the Asus Xtion camera and the MultiSense SL sensor developed at Carnegie
Robotics. (b) Kinematic structure of the HyQ robot. The color of the legs are
brown, yellow, green, blue for the Left-Front (LF), Right-Front (RF), Left-Hind
(LH) and Right-Hind (RH) legs, respectively. Each leg has three joints Hip Abduction/Adduction (HAA), Hip Flexion/Extension (HFE) and Knee Flexion/Extension (KFE). Note that we use the RGB color convention for drawing the base
frame.

for generating the map and then computing the plans. Later, the motion plan is
sent to the high-level controller through a RT-friendly communication (i.e. using
Robot Operating System (ROS) as interprocess communication). The characteristics
and features of the HyQ robot are summarized in table 3.1.

3.1.1

HyL

The Hydraulically actuated Leg (HyL) weighs approximately 11 kg. HyL is a 1D
floating-base system with 2 actuated joints. The HFE and KFE joints are the two
actuated ones, and the base is constrained to move on a vertical slider, as is shown
in Fig. 3.2b. Similarly to HyQ, the actuated joints are equipped with precision encoders and load-cells. Moreover, the base is equipped with a relative encoder that
allows us to estimated the base position. The leg is controlled with two controllers
that run in a real-time PC as HyQ.

3.2

Perception

This section describes the pipeline of acquisition and evaluation of terrain information. We implemented an onboard terrain information server that holds and
continuously updates the state of the environment. We show how this information is processed and transformed to a qualitative metric of the terrain geometry.

3.2 perception

Table 3.1: System overview of the HyQ robot

dimensions

1.0 m×0.5 m×0.98 m (LxWxH)

link lengths & weights

hip (HAA-HFE): 0.08 m, 2.9 kg
upper leg (HFE-KFE): 0.35 m, 2.6 kg
lower leg (KFE foot): 0.35 m, 0.8 kg

weight

85 kg

active DoFs

12

HAA

actuators

HFE/KFE

double-vane rotary hydraulic actuators

actuators

asymmetric hyd. cylinders with hinge joint

joint motion range

90◦ (HAA), 120◦ (HFE, KFE)

max. torque [HAA]

120 Nm (peak torque at 20 MPa)

max. torque [HFE/KFE]

181 Nm (peak torque at 20 MPa)

position sensors

position 80000 cpr in all joints

torque sensors

custom torque (HAA), loadcell (HFE, KFE)

onboard computer

Pentium i5 with real-time Linux (Xenomai)

controller rate

1 kHz

+

- +

-

(a)

+

(b)

Figure 3.2: HyL: a single hydraulically-actuated and fully torque-controlled leg of the
quadruped robot HyQ [76]. The HyL robot has a total number of 3 DoFs: 1D
floating-base system vertically along the slider qb1 with 2 actuated joints
(qq1 , qq2 ).
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Figure 3.3: The HyQ robot mapping the terrain using Octomap [35]. The voxel map is generated from RGBD (Asus Xtion) camera data given the estimated body position.
The RBGD sensor is mounted on a PTU that scans the terrain. The body position
is estimated with an Extended Kalman Filter that integrates the leg kinematics
with an IMU sensor [2]. The occupancy map is built with a 2 cm resolution.

We use a terrain information server to hold the geometric perception data and
simplify the access to terrain information queries. The required information for
the motion planning, e.g. the terrain costmap and the terrain heightmap of the environment around the robot, is computed based on the information that this server
holds. We use an RGBD sensor (Asus Xtion) mounted on a scanning Pan and Tilt
Unit (PTU) at the front of the robot to produce raw point cloud data. This data
is subsequently voxelized and stored in an efficient tree-based data structure, as
an Octomap occupancy grid [35]. This provides a probabilistic representation that
handles sensor noise and represents both free and occupied space. Octomap uses
a hierarchical data structure, for spatial subdivision in 3D, called octrees. An octreebased 3D map representation is designed to allow for efficient map updates and
for copying (for more details see [35]). This multi-resolution volumetric representation is used for speeding up the computation time of the geometric features.
Fig. 3.3 shows the HyQ robot mapping the terrain using Octomap. We use a 2 cm
resolution occupancy map because we found out that it is sufficient for the estimation of the features values, and it allows us to build online terrain costmaps
(Section 3.2.1).

3.2 perception

Figure 3.4: A set of surface normals are extracted from the RBGD sensor. The surface
normals are estimated from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors computed from
the nearest neighbors of a query point.

3.2.1 Terrain costmap
The terrain costmap quantifies how desirable it is to place a foot at a specific location. The cost value for each voxel in the map is computed using geometric
terrain features as in [85]. Namely we use the standard deviation of height values, the
slope and the curvature as computed through regression in a 6 cm×6 cm window
around the cell in question; the feature are computed from a voxel model (2 cm resolution) of the terrain. For instance, the estimating surface normals and curvatures
are computed from a set of neighboring occupied voxels. Though many different
normal estimation methods exist, the surface normal can be estimated through an
analysis of the eigenvector and eigenvalues, also known as Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), of the set of nearest neighbors (for more information, including
the mathematical equations of the least-squares problem, see [74]). Note that the
surface normal is computed from the eigenvector that has the smallest eigenvalue
λ0 , and the surface curvature σ as follows:
σ=

λ0
λ 0 + λ 1 + λ2

(10)

Fig. 3.4 shows a set of estimated surface normals from the occupancy map of a
cobblestone terrain. We compute the normals, and other geometric features, with
4 cm of resolution (i.e. costmap resolution). Note that the terrain costmap uses
a different discretization resolution of the occupancy map. The terrain costmap
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Figure 3.5: The costmap generation from RGBD (Asus Xtion) camera data. The RBGD sensor is mounted on a PTU that scans the terrain. An occupancy map is built with
a 2 cm resolution. Then the set of features is computed and the total cost value
per pixel is calculated. In addition, a heightmap is created with a resolution of
2 cm in z. The cost values are represented using a color scale, where blue is the
minimum cost and red is the maximum one.

is incrementally built based on the aforementioned features and updated locally
whenever a change in the map is detected. For computing the terrain costmap, we
define an area of interest around the robot of 2.5 m×5.5 m that uses a cell grid
resolution of 4 cm. The cost value for each pixel of the map is computed as a
weighted linear combination of the individual feature T (x, y) = wT T(x, y), where
w and T(x, y) are the weights and feature values, respectively. Fig. 3.5 shows the
generation of the costmap from the onboard RGBD sensor. The cost values are
represented using a color scale, where blue is the minimum cost and red is the
maximum one.

3.2.2

Terrain heightmap

The terrain heightmap allows the robot to estimate the vertical component (i.e. zdirection) of the footstep. Indeed the body/swing trajectory can be approximately
planned to place the foot at the correct height. A lower resolution of the heightmap
helps the robot to properly establish a footstep, which improves the overall execution. This feature is particularly important when the contact forces are estimated
through the joint torque sensors, as the HyQ robot does. The heightmap is computed using the same resolution (4 cm) as the costmap in the (x, y)-plane. Along
the z-direction we desire higher accuracy to step safely onto obstacles, so we use
a resolution of 2 cm. In essence, the heightmap is a 21/2 -dimensional projection of

3.2 perception

the costmap that can be more efficiently handled by the subsequent steps of the
motion and foothold planning. For instance, the terrain costmap associates the
cost value to the higher occupied voxel.
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Decoupled Motion and Foothold
Planning
Natural locomotion over rough terrain requires simultaneous computation of footstep sequences, body movements and locomotion behaviors, i.e. coupled planning. In this chapter, we split the planning and control problem into a set of subproblems, following a decoupled planning strategy. First, we plan a sequence of
footholds by planning an approximate body path (Section 4.1). The approximate
body path is computed from a sequence of planned body actions (Section 4.1.1).
Then we choose locally the footholds locations (Section 4.1.2). Second, we generate
a body trajectory that ensures dynamic stability and achieve the planned foothold
sequence (Section 4.2). We achieve a compliance execution by combining a virtual
model with a floating-base inverse dynamic controllers (Section 4.3).
In the literature there are few coupled planner methods [79][60][71][9]. One of
the main problems with such approaches is that the search space grows quickly
and searching becomes unfeasible, especially for systems that need solutions in
real-time. In contrast, we use a lattice representation (i.e. body movement primitives) for planning foothold sequence. Our hierarchical foothold planner increases
the versatility of the body movements (e.g. discretized yaw–changing movements
instead of continuous changes) compared to state-of-the-art approaches [45][81][40].
We reduce the computation time using a terrain-aware heuristic function which estimates the cost-to-go. We generate a CoM trajectory that ensures dynamic stability
and needs no knowledge of a predefined gait. For that, it checks if the next swing
leg is diagonally opposite of the current swing leg. If so, the disjoint support triangles require a four-leg support phase for the optimization to find a solution.
Both, the foothold and motion planners, increase the versatility of the planned
motions compared to previous works. Furthermore, our framework builds online
the terrain costmap and computes online the foothold sequence. Fig. 4.1 shows an
overview of our perception, planning and control framework for dynamic legged
locomotion over rough terrain.
All the material presented in this chapter has been previously published in
different works. The main contribution of this thesis is a hierarchical foothold
planning method [53], which is used in [86]. We explained our motion planning
and execution in [86]. Finally, we presented our full framework for dynamic legged
locomotion over challenging terrain in work under-review [31].
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Figure 4.1: An overview of our perception, planning and control framework. The perception and planning processes, on top of the figure, generate foothold sequences
according to the terrain information [31]. The next level uses planned footholds
to generate dynamic whole-body motions and compliantly executes them using a combination of feedforward and feedback terms.

4.1

Foothold Planning

This section describes the motion planner, consisting of two main elements: the
body action planner that decides the general direction of movement, and the foothold
sequence planner that chooses specific footholds. Finally, we describe the (re-)planning
and costmap updating process during execution.

4.1 foothold planning

The overall task is to plan online an appropriate sequence of footholds F that
allows a quadruped robot to traverse a challenging terrain toward a body goal
state (x, y, θ). To accomplish this, the motion planning problem is decoupled into:
body action and foothold sequence planning. The body action planner searches
a bounded sub-optimal solution around a growing body-state graph. Then, the
foothold sequence planner selects a foothold around an action-specific foothold
region of each planned body action.
Decoupled approaches reduce the combinatorial search space at the expense of
locomotion capabilities. State-of-the-art approaches produce plans that are limited
by the “richness” of the action space. In contrast, my approach employs a lattice
representation that aims to increase the number of feasible body movements compared with previous works. For that, the foothold search regions depend on the
given body action, i.e. forward/backward, diagonal, etc.

4.1.1 Body action planning
Body action planning over challenging terrain needs to consider the varying difficulty of the terrain areas, obstacles, types of actions, potential leg collisions, potential body orientations and kinematic reachability. Thus, given a terrain costmap
(see Section 3.2.1), the body action planner computes a sequence of body actions
that maximize the cross-ability of the terrain. The cross-ability describes how desirable is a determined body path in terms of the terrain conditions. It is quantified
by computing a body cost. The body action plans are computed by searching over
a body-state graph that is built using a set of predefined body movement primitives
(see Fig. 4.2). Anytime Repairing A∗ (ARA∗ ) is used to find the optimal action sequence [51]. A terrain-aware heuristic function is used to expand the node inside
the OPEN list; for more details about the different lists (i.e. OPEN, INCONS and
CLOSED used in ARA∗ see [51]). The body-action-based planning is described in
pseudo-code in Algorithm 1.
4.1.1.1

Graph construction

The body-state graph is constructed using a lattice-based adjacency model. The
lattice representation is a discretization of the action space into a set of feasible
body movements. The body-state graph represents the transition between different body-states (nodes) and it is defined as a tuple, G = (S, E), where each node
s ∈ S represents a body-state and each edge e ∈ E ⊆ S × S defines a potential
feasible transition from s to s0 . A sequence of body-states (or body poses (x, y, θ)
where it represents the 2D position and yaw angle, respectively) approximates the
body trajectory that the controller will execute. An edge defines a feasible transition (body action) according to a set of body movement primitives. The body
movement primitives are defined as body displacements (or body actions), which
ensure feasibility together with a feasible footstep region. A feasible footstep region is defined according to the body action.
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Figure 4.2: A sketch of the body action graph. The objective is to find a sequence of actions
a from the current body state s = (x, y, θ) to the goal state g, that minimizes the
accumulated action costs c(s, a). For simplicity only three possible actions are
shown, namely move left (al ), right (ar ) and forward (af ). The optimal action
sequence {al , ar , . . . , ar } found through ARA∗ is shown in red.

Given a body-state query, a set of successor states are computed using a set
of predefined body movement primitives (line 15). A predefined body movement
primitive connects the current body state s = (x, y, θ) with the successor body state
s0 = (x 0 , y 0 , θ 0 ). The graph G is dynamically constructed since the associated cost
of transition cbody (s, s0 ) depends on the current and next states (or current state
and action) (line 17). In fact, the feasible foothold regions change according to each
body action, which affect the value of the transition cost. Moreover, an entire graph
construction could require a greater memory pre-allocation and computation time
than available (onboard computation). Fig. 4.3 shows the graph construction for
the body action planner. The associated cost of every transition cbody (s, s0 ) is computed using the footstep regions (line 19). These footstep regions depend on the
body action in such a way that they ensure feasibility of the plan, as is explained
in Section 4.1.1.4. For every expansion, the footstep regions of LF (brown squares),
RF (yellow squares), LH (green squares) and RH (blue squares) legs are computed
given a body action.
The resulting states s0 are checked for body collision with obstacles, using a predefined area of the robot, and invalid states are discarded. For legged locomotion
over challenging terrain, obstacles are defined as unfeasible regions to cross, e.g. a
wall or tree. In fact, the obstacles are detected when the height deviation w.r.t. the
estimated plane of the ground is larger than the kinematic feasibility of the system
in question HyQ. The obstacle map is built with 8 cm resolution since the amount
of time for collision checking would increase significantly for higher resolutions.
4.1.1.2 Body cost
The body cost describes how desirable it is for the robot to be at a specific area of
the terrain, and by evaluating a sequence of such areas and costs we understand
how difficult/desirable it would be to cross a terrain with a given body path. This
cost is designed to maximize the cross-ability of the terrain while minimizing the

4.1 foothold planning

Algorithm 1 Computes a set of body action over a challenging terrain using
ARA∗ search over a growing body-state graph.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:

Data: Inflation parameter , time of computation tc
Result: a body action plan Q = [q0 , q1 , · · · , ql ]
function computeBodyActionPlan(sstart , sgoal )
set  and computation time tc
g(sstart ) = 0; g(sgoal ) = ∞
OPEN = {sstart }; INCONS = CLOSED= ∅
while ( > 1 and tc < t) do
decrease 
OPEN = OPEN ∪ INCONS; CLOSED = ∅
// fval(s) = g(s) + h(s)
while (fval(sgoal ) > minimum fval in OPEN) do
remove s with minimum fval from OPEN
insert s into CLOSED
generate action(s) from body primitives
for all u ∈ action(s) do
compute s0 given u
compute the footstep regions given s0
compute cbody (s, s0 ) from footstep regions
if g(s0 ) > g(s) + cbody (s, s0 ) then
g(s0 ) = g(s) + cbody (s, s0 )
add s 7→ s0 to policy s0 = π(s)
if s0 is not in CLOSED then
insert (s0 ,fval(s0 )) into OPEN
else
insert (s0 , fval(s0 )) into INCONS
end if
end if
end for
end while
end while
reconstruct body action plan Q from π(·)
return Q
end function

path length. The body cost function cbody is a linear combination of: terrain cost
ct , action cost ca , potential leg collision cost cpc , and potential body orientation
cost cpo . The cost of the transition from the body state s to s0 is defined as follows:
0
cbody (s, s0 ) = wb
t ct (s) + wa ca (s, s )

+wpc cpc (s) + wpo cpo (s),

(11)

where wb
t , wa , wpc and wpo are the weights of terrain, action, potential leg and
collision costs, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of graph construction of the least-cost path. The associated cost of
every transition cbody (s, s0 ) is computed using the footstep regions. For every
expansion, the footstep regions of LF (brown squares), RF (yellow squares), LH
(green squares) and RH (blue squares) are computed according to a certain
body action.

For a given current body state s, the terrain cost ct is evaluated by averaging
the best n-footsteps terrain cost values around the foothold regions of a nominal
stance (nominal foothold positions). The action cost ca is defined by the user according to the desirable actions of the robot (e.g. it is preferable to make diagonal
body movements than lateral ones). The potential leg collision cost cpc is computed by searching potential obstacles in the predefined workspace region of the
foothold, e.g. near to the shin of the robot. In fact, a potential shin collision is
detected around a predefined region, which depends on the configuration of each
leg as shown in Fig. 4.4. This cost is proportional to the height defined around
the footstep plane, where red bars represent collision elements. Finally, the potential body orientation cpo is estimated by fitting a plane in the possible footsteps
around the nominal stance for each leg.
4.1.1.3 Reducing the search space
Decoupling the planning problem into body action and foothold planning avoids
the combinatorial search space explosion. This allows us to compute plans quickly
(∼1.5 sec on average for our benchmark trials which around 40 steps), and develop
a closed-loop foothold planning approach that can deal with changes in the environment. Nevertheless the reduced motion space might not explore solutions that
are better cost-wise but are not part of the solution set imposed by the action set.
In contrast to previous approaches [45][81][39][87][85], our foothold planner uses a
lattice-based representation of the configuration space, i.e. we represent the space
using an abstract graph which is embedded in the Euclidean space. Our lattice

4.1 foothold planning

h

Figure 4.4: Computation of the potential shin collision. The potential shin collisions are
detected around a predefined region (red bars). The computed cost is proportional to the height defined (red lines) around the footstep plane (dashed black
lines), where blue height differences do not contribute to the cost.

representation uses a set of predefined body movement primitives that allows us
to apply a set of rules that ensure feasibility and reduce the search space.
The body movement primitives are defined as 3D actions, a ∈ (∆x, ∆y, ∆θ), of
the body that discretize the search space. We define a set of different movements
such as: forward and backward, diagonal, lateral and yaw-changing motions.
4.1.1.4

Ensuring feasibility

Our lattice representation allows the robot to search a body-action plan according
to a set of predefined body movement primitives. The body movement primitives
also define nominal feet positions and accordingly transitions. This way we chose
nominal positions that undertake to increase the quadruped’s supporting-triangle
area, and as a consequence, to improve the conditions of the subsequent quadratic
optimization problem for the whole-body motion generation phase that follows in
Section 4.2.
We classify the actions into six types of movement primitives: forward/backward, right/left, forward-left/backward-right, forward-right/backward-left, clockwise and counter-clockwise. Fig. 4.5 illustrates the footstep regions according to
the type of body movement primitives. These footstep regions are defined to increase the triangular support areas, improving the execution of the whole-body
plan.
4.1.1.5

Heuristic function

The heuristic function guides the search toward promising body actions, improving the efficiency of the search. Heuristic-based search algorithms require that
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the heuristic function is admissible and consistent. Often, when planning within
Cartesian spaces, heuristic functions estimate the cost-to-go by computing the Euclidean distance to the goal. Such heuristic functions do not consider the terrain
difficulty and geometry, and often under or over-estimate the cost-to-go considerably. In contrast, we present a terrain-aware heuristic function that considers the
terrain geometry and produces an estimated cost-to-go according to the already
acquired knowledge of the environment.
The terrain-aware heuristic function estimates the cost-to-go (i.e. body actions)
by averaging the terrain cost locally and estimating the number of footsteps to the
goal:
h(s) = −R̄F(kg − sk),
(12)
where R̄ is the average cost and F(kg − sk) is the function that estimates the number of footholds from the current state s to the goal state g.
4.1.1.6 Ensuring online planning
Open-loop, or offline, planning approaches fail to deal adequately with changes
in the environment. In real scenarios, the robot has a limited range of perception
that makes open-loop planning approaches unreliable. Closed-loop planning considers the changes in the terrain conditions, and uses predictive terrain conditions
for non-perceived regions, improving the robustness of the plan. Dealing with re-

Figure 4.5: Different footstep search regions according to the body action. These footstep
regions ensure the feasibility of the plan. Moreover, these predefined regions
increase the triangular support areas, improving the execution of the wholebody plan. The brown, yellow, green and blue squares represent the footstep
search regions for LF, RF, LH and RH feet, respectively.

4.1 foothold planning

planning and updating of the environment information requires that the information is managed in an efficient search exploration of the state space. We manage to
reduce the computation time of building a costmap by computing the cost values
from a voxelized map1 of the environment. Additionally, we (re-)plan and update
the information using ARA∗ [51]. ARA∗ ensures provable bounds on sub-optimality,
depending on the definition of the heuristic function. Note that the terrain-aware
heuristic function guides the search according to terrain conditions.

4.1.2 Local foothold planning
Given the desirable body action plan, Q = (xd , yd , θd ), the foothold sequence
planner computes the sequence of footholds that reflects the intention of the body
action. A local greedy search procedure selects the optimal footstep target. Given
a planned body action, it is defined a footstep search region where the foothold
is locally searched. For every planned body action, the foothold planner finds the
4-next footholds, where the foothold sequence is predefined given the body action.
Algorithm 2 describes how the foothold sequence is selected given a body action
plan.
Algorithm 2 Computes a foothold sequence given a body action plan.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Data: foothold horizon F
Result: a foothold sequence F
function computeFootholdSequence(Q)
set horizon F
for qi=0:F ∈ Q do
for i=0:3 do
compute the sequence of foothold e given qi
generate possible FOOTHOLD(e, qi )
compute the greedy solution fmin
add fmin to F
end for
end for
return F
end function

4.1.2.1

Footstep cost

The footstep cost describes how desirable is a foothold target, given a body state
s. The purpose of this cost function is to maximize the locomotion stability given
a candidate set of footsteps. The footstep cost cfootstep is a linear combination of:

1 A voxelized map is a volumetric discretization of the environment, i.e. a grid discretization in 3D
space
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terrain cost ct , support triangle cost cst , shin collision cost cc and body orientation
cost co . The cost of certain footstep fe is defined as follows:
cfootstep (fe ) = wft ct (fe ) + wst cst (fe )
+wc cc (fe ) + wo co (fe ),

(13)

where fe defines the Cartesian position of the foothold target e (foot index). We
consider as end-effectors: the LF, RF, LH and RH feet of HyQ.
The terrain cost ct is computed from the terrain cost value of the candidate
foothold, i.e. using the terrain costmap (see Section 3.2.1). The support triangle
cost cst depends on the inradii of the triangle formed by the current footholds and
the candidate one. As in the body cost computation, we use the same predefined
collision region around the candidate foothold. Finally, the body orientation cost
co is computed using the plane formed by the current footsteps and the candidate
one. We calculate the orientation of the robot from this plane.

4.2 Motion Planning
The planned body trajectory ensures that the robot is dynamically stable at every
time step. As in the approach [39], the CoM trajectory respects dynamic constraints
without explicitly generating a CoP trajectory. We extend this approach by enabling
completely unconstrained2 swing-leg sequences and adaptation of four-leg support
times according to the robot’s motion.
For a CoM trajectory to be feasible it must be continuous and double differentiable. This way we avoid steps in accelerations that produce discontinuous
torques. It is crucial for the inverse dynamics computation, and furthermore can
damage the hardware and affect stability. Ensuring that the robot’s CoM follows a
fifth-order polynomial as:
x(t) = ax t5 + bx t4 + cx t3 + dx t2 + ex t + fx

(14)

satisfies both requirements. Note that x(t) refers to the position of the CoM at
time t, and the lateral component (i.e. y(t)) is equally described. Generating an
optimal CoM trajectory represented by one spline can thus be reduced to find a set
of optimal polynomial coefficients:
q = {ax . . . fx , ay . . . fy } ∈ R12 .

(15)

Describing the body trajectory for multiple steps by one polynomial restricts
the movement. Hence, we describe the trajectory as a spline composed of multiple
quintic polynomials. At each spline junction we require the last state (t = Ti ) of
spline i to be equal to the first state (t = 0) of the next spline i+1 as:
(x, ẋ, ẍ)it=Ti = (x, ẋ, ẍ)i+1
t=0 ,

(16)

where x = [x, y, z] is the CoM position and p = [px , py , pz ] is the CoP position.
This ensures double differentiability and continuity of the trajectory, required
by the floating-base inverse dynamics.
2 Not constrained to any specific gait sequence (e.g. the McGhee gait), the legs can swing in any order.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The cart-table model; the base of the table is formed by the feet that are in
stance (in contact) while this model assumes that all the robot’s mass is pointconcentrated on the accelerating cart on top of the table. (b) The CoM trajectory
is represented by a series of 5th order polynomials that are constrained to have
sequentially equal boundary values. At each (evaluated) point in time, we constrain the CoP to lie inside the support polygon that the stance feet form, thus
the system is in a dynamically stable state.

4.2.1 Dynamic stability
To execute the planned footholds, a body trajectory must be found that ensures a
stable stance at all time instances. In case of slow and static movements the CoM
must be inside the current support polygon, i.e. the polygon formed by the legs in
stance. For dynamic movements with large body accelerations we use the cart-table
model (Fig. 4.6) [37] described by:
px = x −

zẍ
,
z̈ + g0

(17)

where px and x are the position of the CoP and the CoM respectively, z describes
the height of the robot with respect to the feet, z̈ is the vertical acceleration of the
body and g0 represents the gravitational acceleration.
Dynamic stability is achieved by keeping the CoP inside the current support
triangle instead of the CoM. This constraint is modeled by expressing the support
triangle by three lines l of the form px + qy + d = 0. The CoP is considered to be
inside a support triangle, if the following conditions3 are met at every sampling
interval:
pl px + ql py + rl > 0 for l = 1, 2, 3.
(18)
In reality there exist discrepancies between the CoP position from the model and
the real robot. Additionally, desired body trajectories cannot be perfectly tracked
as modeling, sensing and actuation inaccuracies are hard to avoid. Therefore, it is
best to avoid the border of stable configurations by shrinking the support triangles
by a stability margin r (see Fig. 4.7). Because of this, there is no continuous CoP
trajectory when switching between diagonally opposite swing legs, as the support
triangles are disjoint. We allow a transition period (four-leg support phase) during
which the CoP is only restricted to the shrunk support polygon created by the four
stance feet.
3 The direction of the inequality sign depends on the line convention.
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Figure 4.7: Disjoint support triangles due to the added stability margin r. When switching
between swinging the LF to RH the CoP must move from the blue to the pink
support triangle. Since all four feet are in stance during this phase, the CoP is
only restricted by the red support polygon.

4.2.1.1 Minimizing accelerations (Cost function)
In addition to moving in a dynamically stable way, the trajectory should accelerate
as little as possible during the execution period T . This increases possible execution speed and reduces required joint torques. As in [38] this is achieved by adding
a cost function of the form:
ZT
ZT
g = wx ẍ2 (t) dt + wy ÿ2 (t) dt
(19)
0

0

to the quadratic program.
The directional weights w penalize sideways accelerations (wy = 1.5wx ) more
than forward-backward motions, since sideways motions are more likely to cause
instability. This torque-minimization function can also be viewed as a regularization term. We solve the resulting convex QP using a freely available QP solver,
namely QuadProg++ [23].
4.2.1.2 Irregular swing-leg sequences
We allow a completely irregular sequence of steps for the CoP optimization. Our trajectory generator needs no knowledge of a predefined gait. For every step it checks
if the next swing leg is diagonally opposite of the current swing leg. If so, the disjoint support triangles require a four-leg support phase in the optimization. This
allows a greater decoupling from the foothold planner, which can generate swing
leg sequences in any order useful for the success of the behavior.

4.3 control and execution

4.2.1.3

Feasible four-leg support time

In addition to inserting a four-leg support phase, the duration t4ls of this phase
affects the quality of locomotion. A too short time requires large accelerations that
might cause slippage in the feet when executed. A too long time on the other hand
reduces locomotion speed and can oppose the natural dynamics of the system.
We adapt the four-leg support times according to the robot’s motion using
t4ls = r · tswing , where r is the stability margin of the support triangles, and
tswing is the duration of a leg swing. This formulation respects the movement
of the robot to overcome the stability margins of both support triangles. Furthermore, it complies to the body velocity imposed by tswing . The more accurate the
CoP describes the dynamics of the system, the smaller the margin r can be chosen,
effectively reducing the four leg-support time and increasing locomotion speed.
In case of perfect correspondence between model and reality and perfect trajectory tracking, a stability margin is not necessary. The four-leg support phase can
be eliminated (t4ls = 0), since the CoP can move smoothly between any support
triangle of the walking gait.

4.2.2 Trunk attitude and swing-leg trajectory
To avoid kinematic limits the height of the robot follows the average height of the
stance legs, raised by a desired ground clearance. The body pitch adapts to the
difference between the height of the front and the hind legs, whereas the body roll
depends on the difference between the height of the left and the right legs.
We adapt the swing leg trajectory based on the start and the goal foothold. If the
goal foothold lies higher than the start, we raise the lift height as in [85] to avoid
collisions. Furthermore, we swing outward to avoid potential collisions, e.g. with
a stair step, while swinging up as in [85]. For steps on flat ground the lift height
is low with no outward motion to increase speed.

4.3 Control and Execution
Dynamic whole-body motions require orchestrated and precise actuation of all
the joints. Simple PD joint position controllers do not suffice for such motions,
especially when considering uncertainties in the environment and/or model inaccuracies. We use a control scheme (Fig. 4.1) that combines a virtual model with a
floating-base inverse dynamics controller.
After receiving an arbitrary sequence of footholds from the footstep planner, the
whole-body motion generator calculates desired (feedforward) accelerations ẍd
for the body and a virtual model (VM) control loop adds feedback accelerations
ẍfb should the robot deviate from the desired trajectory. The inverse dynamics
produce the majority of the joint torques which are combined with a low-gain jointspace PD controller to compensate for possible model inaccuracies. The computed
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reference torques are then tracked by the low-level torque controller [5][3]. Note
that x describes the linear and rotational coordinates of the body as:
x = (xcog , Rb ), ẋ = (ẋcom , ωb ), ẍ = (ẍcom , ω̇b ),

(20)

where Rb ∈ R3×3 is a coordinate rotation matrix representing the orientation of
the base w.r.t. the world frame and ωb ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the base.

4.3.1

Virtual Model

The feedback action which compensates for possible inaccurate execution and drift
is created by a virtual spring and damper system as in [32]. The linear/rotational
springs map an error in position/orientation into a force Fvm and torque Tvm
acting on the robot body (Fig. 4.8) as:
d
Fvm = Px (xd
com − xcom ) + Dx (ẋcom − ẋcom )
>
d
Tvm = Pθ e(Rd
b Rb ) + Dθ (ωb − ωb ),

(21)

where the superscript d refers to the desired values dictated by the whole-body
motion generator and non-superscript values describe the state of the robot as estimated by the on-board state estimator [2]. We define e(.) : R3×3 → R3 as a mapping from a rotation matrix to the associated rotation vector [7], and Px , Dx , Pθ , Dθ ∈
R3×3 as the positive-definite diagonal matrices of proportional and derivative
gains, respectively. Expressing the body feedback action in terms of forces and
moments allows us to give the virtual model gains a physical meaning of stiffness
and damping and thus can be intuitively set and used.
Since the inverse dynamics computation requires reference accelerations, we multiply the forces/moments (wrench) Wvm = (Fvm , Tvm ) with the inverse of the
composite rigid body inertia, Ic , of the robot at its current configuration. Adding
this body feedback acceleration to the desired body acceleration produced by the
whole-body motion generator creates the 6D reference acceleration (linear/rotational) for the inverse dynamics computation as:
ẍref = ẍd + I−1
c Wvm .

(22)

By combining a feedforward acceleration ẍd with a body-feedback acceleration,
we achieve accurate tracking while maintaining a compliant behavior. This is crucial for robots that physically interact with their environment, in real-world scenarios.

4.3.2

Floating- Base Inverse Dynamics

The floating-base inverse dynamics algorithm calculates the joint torques required
to execute the reference body accelerations. We can partition the dynamics equa-
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Mx, My, Mz

F x, F y, F z

current
desired

Figure 4.8: A virtual model control scheme is used to close a feedback loop at the robotbody level [32]. Effectively, this is a PD tracking controller that tries to minimize
the error between the desired and current body state (position and orientation).
This produces the feedback wrench (Wvm ) that is then transformed to the
feedback body acceleration, ẍfb .

tion of the robot into the unactuated base coordinates qb (nb = 6 equations for our
case) and the active joints’ coordinates qq (nq = 12 equations), e.g. [20], as:
" # " #
" # " #
q̈b
hb
JT
0
H(R, q)
+
(R, q, ω, q̇) =
+ cb λ,
(23)
τ
JTcq
q̈q
hq
{z
}
|
b

where H is the floating-base mass matrix, h = (hb , hq ) is the force vector that accounts for Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravitational
h forces,i λ are the ground contact

forces, and their corresponding Jacobian Jc = Jcb Jcq . τ is the vector that holds
the inverse-dynamics torques that are calculated.
The left hand term, b = (bb , bq ), can be computed efficiently using the Featherstone implementation of the Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm (RNEA) [17]. Since
the CoM acceleration ẍref
com is defined in a frame aligned with the base frame but
with the origin in the CoM, a translational coordinate transform b Xcom is performed to get the 6D base spatial acceleration: q̈b = b Xcom ẍref , as in [17].
By partitioning the dynamics equation, as in (23), and given that the base is not
actuated, we can directly compute, in a least-squares way, the vector of ground
+
reaction forces λ from the first nb equations, λ = J+
cb bb , where () denotes the
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. The last n equations are used to produce the
reference joint torques, τ id = bq − JTcq λ.

4.4 Results
The following section describes the experiments conducted to validate the effectiveness and quantify the performance of our framework. The first set of experiments is designed to evaluate the capabilities of our motion planner. We use a
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Figure 4.9: The planning benchmarks used to analyze the quality of the produced plans.
Top left: stepping stones; Top right: pallet; Bottom left: stair; Bottom right: gap.

set of benchmarks of realistic locomotion scenarios (see Fig. 4.9): stepping stones
(top right), pallet (top left), stair (bottom right) and gap (bottom left). In these
experiments, we compared the cost, number of expansions and computation time
of ARA∗ against A star (A∗ ) using our lattice representation. The results are based
on 9 predefined goal locations. In the next experiment the robot must plan online
with dynamic changes in the terrain. In the experiment that follows after, we show
the online planning and perception results. Finally, we validate the performance
of our locomotion framework with the HyQ robot.

4.4.1

Evaluation of path and foothold planning

4.4.1.1 Initial plan results
The stepping stones, pallet, stair and gap experiments evaluate the initial plan
quality (see Table 4.1) of our approach using A∗ and ARA∗ . To this end, we plan a
set of body actions and foothold sequences between 9 predefined goal locations,
approximately 2 m away from the starting position, and compare the cost and
number of expansions of the body action path, and the planning time of ARA∗
against A∗ . Three main factors contribute to the decreased planning time while
maintaining the quality of the plan:
First, the lattice-based representation (using body movement primitives) considers versatile movements in the sense that it allows us to reduce the search space
around feasible regions (feasible motions) according to a certain body action, in
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contrast to grid-based approaches that ensure the feasibility by applying rules that
are unaware to body actions. Second, our terrain-aware heuristic function guides
the tree expansion according to terrain conditions in contrast to a simple Euclidean
heuristic. Finally, the ARA∗ algorithm implements a search procedure that guarantees bounded sub-optimality in the solution given a proper heuristic function [51].
Fig. 4.10 shows the initial plan of A∗ and ARA∗ .
The plans that ARA∗ produces within the given time budget are on average twice
as costly as the plans of A∗ . Nevertheless, this allows for a dramatic decrease of
the time it takes to compute a path, 333.9 sec for A∗ versus 1.7225 sec for ARA∗ ,
while any extra time budget can be used to optimize (repair) the computed path.
These results were obtained in the onboard PC on HyQ, i.e a Pentium i5 with Linux
kernel. Note that ARA∗ can be let to run until exhaustion, inc which it would match
the characteristics in final path cost and computational time of A∗ .
4.4.1.2

Online planning and perception

Using a movement primitive-based lattice search reduces the size of the search
space significantly, leading to responsive planning and replanning the next set of
steps. In our experimental trials, we chose a lattice graph resolution (discretization)
of 4 cm for x/y and 1.8◦ for θ and goal state is never more that 5 m away from the
robot. In these trials, the plan/replan frequency is approximately 0.5 Hz.
On the other hand, the efficient occupancy grid-based mapping allows us to
incrementally build up the model of the environment and focus our computations
to the area of interest around the robot body, generating plans quickly. This allows
us to locally update the computed costmap and incrementally build the costmap
as the robot moves with an average response frequency of 2 Hz.
We generate swift and natural dynamic whole-body motions from an n-step
lookahead optimization of the body trajectory that uses a dynamic stability metric, the CoP. A combination of floating-base inverse dynamics and virtual model
control accurately executes such dynamic whole-body motions with an actively
compliant system [86]. Our locomotion system is robust due to a combination of
online planning and compliance control, as presented in Section 4.3.

Table 4.1: Cost of the plan (Cost), number of expansions (Exp.) and computation time
(Time, in seconds) averaged over 9 trials of A∗ and ARA∗ .
A∗

ARA∗

Terrain

Cost

Exp.

Time

Cost

Exp.

Time

S. Stones

364.7

3191

428.7

597.4

12.1

1.59

Pallet

269.2

270

271.2

587.7

12.7

1.74

Stair

306.1

306

308.1

646.4

12.7

1.55

Gap

325.6

326

327.6

647.0

13.0

2.01
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Figure 4.10: The body action (green line) and foothold sequence plan of A∗ (top) and ARA∗
(bottom) given the costmap (grey scale). The brown, yellow, green and blue
points represent the planned footholds of the LF, RF, LH and RH feet, respectively.

4.4.2

Trials

The first experiment starts with a flat, obstacle-free terrain. After the robot has
planned initial footholds, a pallet is placed into the terrain (Fig. 4.11). Later we
show the terrain costmap, the planned footholds, and the execution of an initial
plan in Fig. 4.12. In the next experiments the robot must climb one and two pallets
of dimensions 1.2 m × 0.8 m × 0.15 m. The height of one pallet is equal to 20%
of the leg length. Furthermore we show that the robot traverses a gap of 35 cm,
which is approximately half the length between the front and hind hips. The final
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Figure 4.11: (Re-)planning and perception on-board. The left image presents the plan for a
flat terrain, then, the right image reflects the re-planning and updating of the
costmap (grey scale map). The green, brown, blue and yellow points represent
the planned footholds of the LH, LF, RH, RF legs, respectively. The green line
represents the body path according to action plan.

Figure 4.12: Snapshots of pallet trial used to evaluate the performance of our planning
approach. From top to bottom: planning and terrain costmap; execution of
the plan in HyQ.

experiment consist of two pallets connected by a sparse path of stepping stones.
The pallets are 1.2 m apart and the stepping stones lie 0.08 m lower than the pallets.
For each experiment, we specify the s = (x, y, θ) goal state. The foothold planner
finds a sequence of footsteps of an arbitrary order, which the controller then executes dynamically. We validate the performance of our framework in 4 scenarios
as seen in Fig. 4.13 and compare it to our previously achieved results (Table 4.2)
on the same benchmark tasks. Additionally, Fig. 4.14 shows an overview of the
benchmark trials along with generated footholds and body motion plans.

4.4.3 Evaluation of whole-body motion generation and execution
We evaluate the performance of the our locomotion framework in few different point of view: perception and (re-)planning, speed while dynamically stable,
model accuracy, avoiding kinematic limits and stability despite irregular swing-leg
sequences. All these aspects evaluate individually the performance of the foothold
and motion planner.
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Figure 4.13: Snapshots of 4 experimental trials used to evaluate the performance of our
framework. From top to bottom row: crossing a 15 cm hight pallet; climbing
a stair-like structure consisting of two stacked pallets; traversing a 35 cm gap
and crossing a sparse set of stepping stones. In addition, Fig. 4.14 gives and
overview of the chosen footholds, planned body paths and executions on this
set of benchmark trials.
Table 4.2: Forward speed and success rate of experiments averaged over 10 trials and compared to previous results from [85].

Speed [cm/s]
Terrain

Success Rate [%]

Curr.

Prev.

Ratio

Curr.

Prev.

Ratio

Step. Stones

7.3

1.7

4.2

60

70

0.9

Pallet

9.5

2.1

4.5

100

90

1.1

Two Pallets

10.2

1.8

5.8

90

80

1.1

Gap

12.7

-

-

90

0

-

4.4.3.1 Perception and (re-)planning
Efficient occupancy grid-based mapping and focusing our computations to an area
of interest around the robot body greatly increase computation speed. This allows
us to incrementally build a model of the environment and update the terrain
costmap at a frequency of 2 Hz. Using the action-based search graph together
with ARA∗ allows us to replan footholds at a frequency of approximately 0.5 Hz
for goal states up to 5 m.
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(a) Stepping over a pallet.
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(b) Crossing a 35cm gap.
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(c) Stair-climbing.
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(d) Crossing a sparse set of stepping-stones.

Figure 4.14: Overview of experimental trials. Filled circles represent color-coded footholds,
i.e. the brown, yellow, green and blue represent the LF, RF, LH and RH feet,
respectively. The gray squares represent pallet and stepping-stone geometries.
The solid blue line is the desired dynamically-stable body trajectory, while
the red dashed line is the actual trajectory that the robot achieves. Possible
reasons behind this difference are discussed in Section 4.5.
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4.4.3.2 Speed while dynamically stable
The pallet climbing and gap experiments show the speed (Table 4.2) that our framework can achieve: This is due to the fact, that the body can move faster while
still being stable, since we are using a dynamic stability criterion. All accelerations
and decelerations are optimized, so that the CoM never leaves the support polygon.
In addition, since we are not directly producing torques with the virtual model
feedback controller, but only accelerations for the inverse dynamics controller our
feedback actions also respect the dynamics of the system. Furthermore, the duration of the four-leg-support phase is significantly reduced: It is much faster to
move the CoM from one support triangle to another one.
4.4.3.3 Model accuracy
Walking over a 35 cm gap (approximately half the length between front and hind
hips) shows the stability of the robot despite of dynamic motions. When crossing
the gap the robot accelerates up to a body velocity of 0.5 m/s and is able to decelerate again without losing balance. This shows, that the simple cart-table model is
a sufficient approximation for large quadrupeds performing locomotion tasks.
4.4.3.4 Avoiding kinematic limits
Attempting to cross the gap with a statically stable gait would overextend the
legs, since large body motions are required to move the robot into statically stable
positions. Dynamic motions allow us to keep the CoM closer to the center of all
four feet, since stability can be achieved by appropriate accelerations, avoiding
kinematic limits.
4.4.3.5 Stability despite irregular swing-leg sequences
Walking over the stepping stones demonstrates the ability of the controller to execute irregular swing-leg sequences in a dynamically stable manner. Fig. 4.15 shows
how starting from a lateral sequence gait (LH-LF-RH-RF) the foothold sequence
changes to traverse these irregularly placed stepping stones. Despite this, the generated CoM trajectory (colored solid line, bottom) is dynamically stable, since the
CoP (asterisk) is always kept inside the current support triangle. When comparing
the actual (top) and desired (bottom) CoM trajectories, a tracking error is evident.
By keeping the CoP e.g. r = 6 cm away from the stability borders, we are robust
even against these inaccuracies.
The whole body motion generator inserts four-leg-support phases (red section)
only whenever it detects disjoint support triangles in the swing-leg sequence.
While executing steps 1 and 2 (Fig. 4.15) no four-leg-support phase is necessary,
because the triangles are not disjoint. Only after returning to swing the right-front
leg, the robot requires a four-leg support phase for the CoP to transition from the
green (LH) to the yellow (RF) support triangle at (x, y) = (1.1, 0).
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(a) Stepping stones execution
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Figure 4.15: (a) The body motion when walking over the stepping stones is shown in
black. The planned footholds are shown and the irregular step sequence
LF(1) → LH(2) → RF(3) is highlighted (red circles). (b) The 3 shrunk support triangles corresponding to the highlighted step sequence brown → green → yellow are shown. Additionally the planned CoM (solid line) and CoP trajectory
for the duration of these 3 steps is illustrated (asterisk). While the CoM (solid
line) does not reach the support triangles, the CoP does, causing dynamic stability. When switching between disjoint support triangles (green → yellow)
four-leg support phases are inserted (red) to allow a smooth transition.
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4.5 Discussion
In this section we will identify possible factors that can limit the success of our
framework (failures). This is according to the trials that we have performed over a
substantial period of working with the HyQ.
(1) The cart-table model estimates the CoP position but neglects the angular components of the motion of the body which can lead to inaccurate evaluation of the
CoP within the support polygon. This does not affect the behavior when the attitude of the robot does not change but can affect stability going up or down stairs,
crossing uneven stepping stones, etc., and the body trajectory changes along roll,
pitch and yaw. In practice HyQ never generates angular body accelerations that
can move the CoP that far away from the simplified estimate point. In addition the
stability margin, r, that is defined inside the support polygon, ensures that error
in estimation, model inaccuracies or the use of the simplified CoP measure, do not
impact the robot’s stability. Section 5.1 will present a methodology to guarantee
dynamic walking with trunk attitude modulation.
(2) Unwanted foot-slippage can impact the performance of our framework. This
can happen when the acceleration of the body is significant and one or some of the
feet slip backwards, or when a foot is only slightly loaded so subsequent “pushing" backwards results in the foot sliding. The former occurs due to non-explicitlybounded body acceleration at the body trajectory optimization phase and due to
no friction-cone constraints in the inverse dynamics torque calculation step. The
latter is also attributed to the lack of friction-cone constraints at the inverse dynamics torque calculation, while setting a minimum loading threshold, i.e. a minimum
loading value beyond which to consider a leg as in stance, can solve this problem.
In practice this limits the forward velocity that can be achieved by the framework,
as large accelerations can result in slippage, and limit behaviors within conservative bounds. Approaches that include friction-cone constraints can be applied. In
the next chapter we show a QP-based optimization of inverse dynamics, that limits
the GRFs within the estimated friction-cone approximations and ensures adequate
loading for all stance legs as presented in [19].
(3) Last, accurately estimating the state of the robot has also proven a challenging task. An adequately reliable state-estimate is important for executing planned
walks, as foot placement directly depends on the estimate of the body position.
In addition, the body-level feedback loop that the Virtual Model (VM) implements
also depends on the body state estimate. This estimate generally slowly drifts in
yaw, something that affects the position estimate and subsequently distorts the
maps created over a longer time period. Using vision approaches can eliminate
drift and improve the state estimate but up to now this has been beyond the scope
of our research. Currently we have been working in the developing of state estimation algorithms for quadrupedal locomotion over rough terrain [? ]. Another
source of state estimate error is foot-slippage, as the algorithm used assumes that
stance feet do not move with respect to the world frame. This can produce sudden
jerks that can affect the inverse dynamics loop and also cause the position estimate
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to drift. We believe that by alleviating the foot-slippage problem we would also
considerably increase state estimation accuracy.

4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a dynamic whole-body locomotion framework that
executes versatile movements that are planned on-board. We showed, how sequences of footsteps are planned given a body action plan, and how a change
in the environment causes the foothold generator to replan footholds online. We
used a set of predefined body movement primitives to reduce the computational
demand of planning, and compute plans online using incoming terrain information. We presented a whole body motion planner, which is able to generate a CoPstable body trajectory despite irregular swing-leg sequences to execute footholds
dynamically.
Decoupling motion and foothold planning increase the computation time by
reducing the search space. In these approaches, the foothold selection can just
consider the robot’s kinematic model, which limits the locomotion capabilities of
our system (e.g. step time modulation). As a consequence the dynamic trajectory
generator requires to tune an appropriate step time given a foothold sequence.
Furthermore, the foothold planning may not be able to plan for more complex terrain conditions such as stepping stones with fewer stones. In Chapter 5, we show
how a coupled motion and foothold planning approach increases the capabilities
of the locomotion system. This planning approach adapts the step duration and
can tackle more complex stepping stones terrains.
The cart-table model reduces the dimensionality of the problem but neglects
the angular momentum of the motion, which is required for climbing up and
down tasks. However, our experiments show that we can tackle terrain with small
elevation with the cart-table model. In Section 5.1 we develop a novel method
that ensures dynamic stability (i.e. the CoP condition) while the trunk attitude is
adapted. For that, the stability margin is used to allow the robot to limit the trunk
attitude adjustment. We limit the trunk attitude accelerations because it allows us
to bound the maximum applied CoM torque. In fact, this will limit the difference
between the CoP and Centroidal Moment Pivot (CMP) points. And as result the CoP
condition cannot guarantee dynamic stability if the CMP does not stay inside the
support polygon.
The discretization of the terrain model shows good performance in terms of
foothold selection and computation time. We could represent the different terrain benchmark with the aforementioned geometric features: standard deviation
of height values, the slope and the curvature. Furthermore, a terrain model as
costmap is a suitable description for motion planning in rough terrain as shown in
other works [45][38][85]. Other ways of modeling the terrain can be implemented
with constraint but they might increase the complexity of problem. Furthermore,
the terrain costmap might not be a convex function, which increases the problem
complexity. Section 5.2 presents a method that addresses these issues.
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In the next chapter, we bring the kinematic planning (i.e. foothold planner) and
the dynamic execution closer. The idea is to produce desired state trajectories and
footholds through a single trajectory optimization problem (i.e. coupled planning).
Additionally, we develop a QP-based controller where it ensures that the GRFs
respect the friction-cone constraints.

5

Coupled Motion and Foothold Planning
In this chapter, we address the locomotion as a coupled planning problem of CoM
motions and footholds, where the foothold locations are selected using a terrain
costmap while the trunk height and attitude are adapted for coping with different terrain elevations (see Fig. 5.1). First, we jointly generate the CoM trajectory
and the swing-leg trajectory using a sequence of parametric preview models and
the terrain elevation map (Section 5.1). Then, we optimize a sequence of control
parameters (the CoP displacement, the phase duration and the foothold locations)
given the terrain costmap (Section 5.2). To realize the low-dimensional plan, the
controller selects appropriate torque commands, which are computed by the combination of a trunk controller with a joint-space torque controller (Section 5.3).
The proposed trajectory optimization method increases the locomotion capabilities compared to the decoupled planner presented in the previous chapter. All the
material presented in this chapter has been previously published in [52].
In motion planning, terrain adaptation and automatic gait discovery can be
posed as general trajectory optimization method, similar to [60][9][63][71]. Nonetheless, these optimization methods often suffer from local minima, limiting their applicability to rough terrain locomotion. Often, challenging terrain conditions may
increase the nonconvexity of the problem, and defining a good enough warm-start
point might not be possible. Moreover, automatic walking pattern generation increases the number of local minima, especially in rough terrain locomotion. For
instance there are multiple choices for stepping stones crossing, i.e. by adjusting
the step duration to maximize the safety of the task, and at the same time, to
minimize the energy consumption. We can described the gait with a set of lowdimensional parametrized models, similar to [56]. Low-dimensional parametrized
models allow us to combine stochastic-based optimization solvers that properly
handle the aforementioned challenges.

5.1 Trajectory Generation
This section describes the low-dimensional trajectory generation from an optimized sequence of control parameters and a given terrain heightmap. We generate
the horizontal CoM trajectory and the 2D foothold locations using a sequence of
low-dimensional preview models. In order to cope with the terrain elevation, we
modulate the trunk attitude and height using an estimate of the support plane,
and the maximum allowed angular accelerations of the trunk (for more details see
Section 5.1.1.2). We describe the sequence of control parameters w.r.t. the horizontal frame, which allows us to decouple the CoM and trunk attitude planning.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the trajectory optimization framework for locomotion on rough
terrain. We compute offline an optimal control sequence U∗ given the user’s
goals, the actual state s0 and the terrain costmap. Given this optimal control
sequence, we generate the optimal plan S∗ that copes with the changes in
the terrain elevation through trunk attitude planning. Lastly, the whole-body
controller calculates the joint torques τ ∗ that satisfy friction-cone constraints.

5.1.1

Preview model

Preview models are low-dimensional representations that describe and capture
different locomotion behaviors, such as walking and trotting, and provide an
overview of the motion [56]. Reducing the dimensionality of the optimization
problem we can generate complex locomotion behaviors and their transitions.
This is more suitable for rough terrain as it simplifies the problem landscape. In
the literature, different models that capture the legged locomotion dynamics have
been studied [21][64] such as point-mass, inverted pendulum, cart-table, or contact
wrench.
Our preview model decouples the CoM motion from the trunk attitude1 (Fig. 5.2).
For the CoM motion, we use the cart-table template [37]. The cart-table model
(linear inverted pendulum) encompasses a point mass assumption which has no
angular momentum. However, to control the attitude we need to apply a torque
to the CoM. High centroidal moments (e.g. due to high trunk angular acceleration)
can hamper the postural stability condition (e.g. causing shifts on the CoP that can
move it out of the support polygon [70]) making the robot losing its capability to
balance. Consequently, for the attitude planning, we limit the maximum moments
applied to the CoM by limiting the maximum angular acceleration and setting a
correspondent margin for the CoP on the support polygon (Section 5.1.1.2).

1 In this thesis, with trunk attitude we refer to roll and pitch only.

5.1 trajectory generation

Figure 5.2: A trajectory obtained from a low-dimensional model given a sequence of optimized control parameters and the terrain heightmap. The colored spheres represent the CoM and CoP positions of the terminal states of each motion phase.
The CoP spheres lie inside the support polygon (same color is used). Note that
color indicates the phase (from yellow to red). The trunk adaptation is based
on the estimated support planes in each phase. Since the control parameters
are expressed in the horizontal frame [1], the horizontal CoM trajectories and
the trunk attitude are decoupled.

5.1.1.1

CoM

motion

In our previous work [86], we showed that for fixed step durations, the CoP movement is approximately linear, i.e.:
pH (t) = pH
0 +

δpH
t.
T

(24)

Note that pH = (xH , yH ) ∈ R2 is the horizontal CoP position, δpH ∈ R2 the
horizontal CoP displacement and T is the phase duration.
Applying this linear control law in the cart-table model, we derive an analytic
solution for the horizontal dynamics [56]:
xH (t) = β1 eωt + β2 e−ωt + pH
0 +

δpH
t,
T

(25)

where the model coefficients β1,2 ∈ R2 depend on the actual state s0 (horizontal
2
H
2
CoM position xH
0 ∈ R and velocity ẋ0 ∈ R , and CoP position), the trunk height
h, the phase duration, and the horizontal CoP displacement:
H
H
H
β1 = (xH
0 − p0 )/2 + (ẋ0 T − δp )/(2ωT ),
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H
H
H
β2 = (xH
0 − p0 )/2 − (ẋ0 T − δp )/(2ωT ),

where ω =

p
g/h and g is the gravity acceleration.

5.1.1.2 Trunk attitude
A trunk attitude modulation is required when the terrain elevation varies. A simple approach consists of aligning the trunk with respect to the estimated support
plane, avoiding that the robot reaches its kinematic limits. On the other hand,
adjusting the trunk attitude requires applying a moment at the CoM, and as consequence, the CoP p ∈ R3 will be shifted by a proportional amount ∆p (for more
details see Eq. (28) in [70]):
∆px = −τcomy /mg,

(26)

∆py = τcomx /mg,
where τcomy , τcomx are the horizontal components of the moment about the CoM.
By exploiting a simplified flywheel model for the inertia of the robot we can link
these moments to the CoP displacement ∆p (rewritten in vectorial form) and to the
angular acceleration ω̇:
τcom = Iω̇,
∆p = τcom × mg.

(27)
(28)

where I ∈ R3×3 is the time-invariant inertial tensor approximation of the centroidal inertia matrix of the robot. Therefore, we can guarantee the CoP condition
by limiting the angular accelerations ω̇max (i.e. the allowed applied moments) and
setting a corresponding safety margin r on the support polygon (as in Section 4.2.1)
in our optimization (Section 5.2.3) as:
r = k(Iω̇max ) × mgk.

(29)

Therefore, we adapt the trunk attitude in such a way that it does not affect the
CoP condition (i.e. by using the maximum allowed angular acceleration ω̇max ).
Note that we compute ω̇max given the stability margin r (i.e., the support polygon
margin).
We employ cubic polynomial splines to describe the trunk attitude motion (pitch
and roll). The attitude adaptation can be done in different phases. For instance,
we can compute the required angular accelerations given the phase duration and
guarantee that it does not exceed the allowed angular accelerations. The trunk
height is computed given the estimated support plane and we keep it constant
along one phase.

5.1.2

Preview schedule

Describing quadrupedal locomotion can be achieved through a sequence of different preview models — a preview schedule. Using this, the robot can automatically

5.2 trajectory optimization

BASE

STANCE
WORLD
Figure 5.3: Sketch of different variables and frames used in our optimization. The footshift
δfLF is described w.r.t. the stance frame. The stance frame is calculated from
the default posture and expressed w.r.t. the base frame.

discover different foothold sequences by enabling or disabling different phases in
our optimization process.
In the preview schedule, we build up a sequence of control parameters that
describes the locomotion action of the n phases:
i
h
s/f
(30)
U = us/f
· · · un ,
1
h
iT
h
iT
where usi = T δpHT
and ufi = T δpHT δflT
are the preview control
parameters for the stance and step phases, respectively. Additionally, the footshift
δfl is described w.r.t. the stance frame (Fig. 5.3), which is calculated from the
default posture of the robot. Note that n is the number of phases, and l is the foot
index.
We describe a dynamic walking gait as a combination of 6 different preview
phases or timeslots (i.e. n = 6) where 4 of them are step phases. Our combination
of phases is stance, LH swing phase, LF swing phase, stance, RH swing phase and RF
swing phase2 . With this fixed preview schedule, we can describe different walking
patterns by assigning a zero duration to a specific phase (Ti = 0).

5.2 Trajectory Optimization
The trajectory optimization step computes an optimal sequence of control parameters U∗ used for the generation of the low-dimensional trajectories (Section 5.1). We
2 The robot is in stance phase when all the feet are on the ground.
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formulate this as a receding horizon trajectory optimization problem, where the
current timeslot is optimized while taking future timeslots into account. The horizon is described by a predefined number of preview schedules N with n timeslots
or phases (e.g. our locomotion cycle has 6 timeslots). Considering future phases
presents several advantages for rough terrain locomotion. It enables us to generate desired behaviors that anticipate future terrain conditions, and it results in
smoother transitions between phases.
In our approach, the optimal solution at the current phase i comprises of a set of
control parameters u∗i describing the duration of phase Ti∗ , the CoP displacement
∗
δpHi , and the footshift δf∗i of the corresponding phase. We define the footshift
in the nominal stance frame which corresponds to the default posture. Note that
there are phases without foot swing. To the best of our knowledge, our approach
is the first that jointly optimizes phase duration and foothold selection, while
considering terrain conditions. This contribution has been presented in [52].

5.2.1

Receding horizon planning

Given an initial state s0 , we optimize a sequence of control parameters inside a
predefined horizon, and apply the optimal control of the current phase. We find
the sequence of control parameters U∗ , through an unconstrained optimization
problem, given the desired user commands (trunk velocities):
X
ωj gj (S(U)),
(31)
U∗ = argmin
U

j

h
i
where S = s1 · · · sNn is the sequence of preview states. The preview state
is defined by the CoM position
and velocity
(x, ẋ), CoP
h
i
h positioni p and the stance

support region F, i.e. s = x ẋ p F , where F = f1 · · · fj is defined by the
position of the active feet fj . We solve the trajectory optimization using the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) [25]. CMA-ES is capable of
handling optimization problems that have multiple local minima, such as those
introduced by the costmap and the phase duration. In the description of our optimization problem, we use soft-constraints as these provide the required freedom
to search in the landscape of our optimization problem. The cost functions and
soft-constraints gi (S) describe: 1) the user command tracking with step duration
and length, and travel direction, 2) the CoM energy, 3) the terrain cost, 4) stability
soft-constraint, i.e. the CoP condition, and 5) the preview model soft-constraint, i.e.
the linear inverted pendulum.

5.2.2

Cost functions

We encode the desired body velocity from the user by mapping it into a ‘default’
step duration and length. Additionally, the CoM trajectory should accelerate as
little as possible during the phases. Note that this implicitly reduces the required

5.2 trajectory optimization

joint torques. We evaluate the step duration and length in every locomotion phase
i as follows:
gstep−duration

X
2
Nn
=
(ti − i Tstep ) ,

gstep−length =

i=1
X
Nn

(32)

2

(di − i dstep )

,

(33)

i=1

where ti is the sum of individual durations until phase i, Tstep the desired step
duration, di = dT (xi − x0 ) is the displacement of the CoM along the desired travel
direction expressed in the horizontal frame (defined by the desired yaw angle),
and dstep is the desired step length.
To encourage movements in the desired travel direction, we penalize lateral drift
just in the 4-feet stance phase:
gstep−drift =

X
Ns

d⊥
i

2
,

(34)

i=1

where s is the number of 4-feet stance phase per locomotion cycle, d⊥
i is the orthogonal vector of the desired travel direction. Note that step duration and length
define the desired linear velocity and the lateral drift defines the desired yaw
angular velocity of the trunk. This choice of cost terms encourages equal trunk
velocities between all the locomotion phases.
Minimizing the changes in the CoM accelerations reduces the required joint
torques. We achieve this by applying:
gcom−energy =

Nn Z Ti
X

kẍk2 (t) dt.

(35)

i=1 0

To cope with different terrain difficulties, we compute a costmap from an onboard sensor as described in Section 3.2.1. The costmap quantifies how desirable
it is to place a foot at a specific location using geometric features such as height
standard deviation, slope and curvature. This allows the robot to negotiate different
terrain conditions (Fig. 5.4). Thus, given a footshift and CoM position, we compute
the foothold location cost as:
gterrain = wT T(x, y),

(36)

where w and T(x, y) are the weights and feature values, respectively. We use a cell
grid resolution of 4 cm, approximately equal to the robot’s foot size, and the terrain
features are computed from a voxel resolution of 2 cm (described in Section 3.2.1).
As in [54], we demonstrated that this coarse map is a good trade-off in terms of
computation time and information resolution for foothold selection. We cannot
guarantee convexity in the terrain costmap, which has to be considered in our
optimization process.
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5.2.3 Soft-constraints
As mentioned in Section 5.1.1.2, the CoP trajectory must be kept inside the support
polygon which is shrunk by a margin r. This margin guarantees dynamic stability
when a maximum moment is applied to the CoM (Section 5.1.1.2). We use a set of
nonlinear inequality constraints to describe the support region:
" #
p
l(F)T
> 0,
(37)
1
where l(·) ∈ Rl×3 are the coefficients of the l lines, F the support region defined
from the selected foothold locations, and p the CoP position. Note that the stability
constraints are nonlinear as a consequence of adding the foothold positions as
decision variables.
Due to the decoupling of the horizontal and vertical motions, we implement a
preview model soft-constraint that ensures the cart-table height is approximately
equal to:
h = kx − pk
(38)
where x and p are the CoM and CoP positions, respectively. Note that when the
cart-table is falling down, the CoM trajectory increases exponentially in (25). This
effect arises from the fact that we decouple the horizontal and vertical dynamics,
hence adding this soft-constraint guarantees the validity of the model.
To reduce the computation time, we impose both soft-constraints only in the
initial and terminal time of each phase as they will be guaranteed in the entire
phase. In fact, the linear CoP trajectory will belong to the convex support polygon if
the initial and terminal positions are inside this region. We ensure this by limiting
the foothold search region, i.e. by bounding the footshift (see Fig. 5.3). These softconstraints are described as quadratic cost terms.

5.3

Control and Execution

Compared with Section 4.3, the motion of the robot body (CoM and trunk orientation) is controlled by a trunk controller developed by our group [19] that computes
the joint torques necessary to achieve the desired motions without violating friction constraints.
At the joint-space level, an impedance controller is acting in parallel to address
unpredictable events, such as a foot slippage on an unknown surface. This controller receives a set-point which is consistent with the body motion in order to
prevent a conflicting target with the trunk controller. In nominal operations the
biggest part of the torques is generated by the trunk controller.
The aim for balancing is to control the position of the robot’s CoM, and the
orientation of the trunk (base link). We compute a desired linear acceleration for

5.3 control and execution

Figure 5.4: A costmap allows the robot to negotiate different terrain conditions while following the desired user commands. The costmap is computed from onboard
sensors as described in Section 3.2.1. The cost values are continuous and represented in color scale, where blue is the minimum and red is the maximum
cost.
3
d
3
the CoM (ẍd
com ∈ R ) and the trunk angular acceleration (ω̇b ∈ R ) using a PD
control law written in the operational space, i.e. a virtual model of the form:
d
d
ẍd
com = Px (xcom − xcom ) + Dx (ẋcom − ẋcom ),
>
d
ω̇bd = Pθ e(Rd
b Rb ) + Dθ (ωb − ωb ),

(39)

3
d
3×3 are the rotation
where xd
com ∈ R is the desired CoM position, and Rb Rb ∈ R
matrices representing the actual and desired orientation of the trunk respectively,
e(.) : R3×3 → R3 is a mapping from a rotation matrix to the associated rotation
vector, ωb ∈ R3 is the angular velocity of the base.
As shown in [65], if the CoM velocity is used as a generalized velocity instead
of the base velocity, the robot’s dynamic equations get simplified. In this case, we
can write the centroidal robot dynamics as in [64]:

m(ẍcom + g) =
IG ω̇b + İG ωb =

c
X

fi = Fcom ,

(40)

(pcom,i × fi ) = Γ ,

(41)

i=1
c
X
i=1

where IG is the instantaneous centroidal composite rigid body inertia that represents the aggregate rigid body inertia of the entire robot computed at its CoM,
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pcom,i ∈ R3 is a vector going from the CoM to the position of the ith foot defined in
an inertial world frame, c is the number of contact points and f1 , . . . , fc ∈ R3 are
the GRFs. Since our platform has nearly point-like feet, we assume that it cannot
generate moments at the contacts, but only pure forces. Furthermore, we neglect
the term İG ωb since we can assume the legs to be massless. For instance, the leg
masses represent the 8% of the robot weight.
T
d T ]T can be computed from the deThen, the desired wrench Wd = [Fd
com , Γ
sired CoM linear and trunk angular accelerations and by rewriting (41) in matrix
form, we can then map Wd into GRFs:
 
"
# f1
#
"
d
.
I3×3
...
I3×3
+
g)
m(ẍ
com
.=
.
(42)
.
[pcom,1 ×] . . . [pcom,c ×]
IG ω̇bd
|
|
{z
} fc
{z
}
| {z }
A
b
f

The redundancy in the mapping yields 6 equations with up to 12 unknowns as
we can have up to 4 feet on the ground. Hence, we can form a quadratic optimization problem aiming to satisfy additional optimality criteria, such as ensuring that
the ground reaction forces lie inside the friction cones and fulfilling the unilaterality of the GRFs [19]. We approximate the friction cones with square pyramids to
express them as linear inequality constraints:
fd = argmin(Af − b)> (Af − b) + f> Wf
f∈R3

s. t.

(43)
d < Cf < d̄,

where f> Wf is a regularization term to keep the solution bounded. We use the
QuadProg++ library [23], an open-source QP solver based on an active set algorithm, to solve the optimization in real-time.
In a second step we map the optimal solution fd into desired joint torques
τ d ∈ Rn (where n is the number of joints) considering the gravitational/Coriolis
contribution h(q, q̇):
d
τff = h − SJ>
(44)
c (f ),
where Jc ∈ Rk×n+6 is the stacked Jacobian of theh contact points
i (k = 3 is the
number of kinematically constrained DoFs) and S = 0n×6 In×n is a matrix that
selects the actuated degrees of freedom.
Finally, the trunk controller torques τff are summed with the joint PD torques
to form the desired torque command τ d that is sent to the low-level joint-torque
controllers [5][3]:
(45)
τ d = τff + PD(qd , q̇d ),
where qd ∈ Rn , q̇d ∈ Rn are the desired joint positions and velocities, respectively.

5.4 results

5.4 Results
To evaluate our approach, we first validate the trunk attitude modulation (pitch
and roll) for dynamic walking on flat terrain. Subsequently, we quantify the capabilities of our framework through a set of different terrain conditions: crossing a
gap and a set of sparse stepping stones. For that, we plan and execute dynamic
walking behaviors which enable the robot to adapt to different terrain conditions
given the high-level user commands (desired trunk velocity: step duration and
length, and travel direction).

5.4.1 Dynamic attitude modulation
First, we showcase the automatic adjustment of the trunk attitude, during a dynamic walk, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5a. To evaluate the attitude modulation feature,
we plan a fast3 dynamic walk with an average body velocity of 0.18 m/s. We use
a constant costmap for generating the corresponding footholds, thus the resulting
locations come from the dynamics of walking itself, while maximizing the stability of the gait. We define a stability margin of r = 0.1 m for all our optimizations
which is good trade-off between modeling error and allowed trunk attitude adjustment in HyQ. The maximum allowed angular acceleration is computed using
the trunk inertia matrix of HyQ, which results in 0.11 rad/s2 . Note that the trunk
attitude planner uses the maximum allowed angular velocity as explained in Section 5.1.1.2.
The resulting behavior shows HyQ successfully walking while changing its trunk
roll and pitch angles. Note that the trunk attitude planner adjusts the roll and
pitch angles given the estimated support region at each phase. Fig. 5.5b shows
the tracking performance for initial trunk attitude of 0.17 and 0.22 rad in roll and
pitch, respectively. In addition, Fig. 5.5c shows the attitude modulation, which is
accomplished in the first 6 phases (i.e. one cycle of locomotion).

5.4.2 Locomotion on challenging terrain
We tested our approach on various challenging terrains: gap and stepping stones
with different terrain heights. For all these scenarios, we computed the costmap
using the standard deviation of the height values, which is estimated through a regression in a 4 cm×4 cm window around the cell of interest. The costmap is built using
a resolution of (4 cm×4 cm×2 cm) in (x, y, z), respectively. The higher resolution
value in z reduces the different between the time that is expected the foothold and
the detected one. Reducing the foothold error improves the tracking performance
of the controller since the desired base and joint positions and velocities are consistent to each other. We weigh equally and manually the desired user command and
terrain costs, with a small weight for the CoM energy cost (around 5%). Both softconstraints have higher weights, which ensures that their targets are met provided
3 fast for common walking gait velocities of HyQ
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(a) Dynamic walking and trunk modulation

(b) CoM tracking performance

(c) Trunk attitude modulation

Figure 5.5: (a) Dynamic attitude modulation. The initial trunk attitude is 0.17 and 0.22
radians in roll and pitch, respectively. (b) Body tracking when walking and
dynamically modulating the trunk attitude. The planned CoM (magenta) and
the executed trajectory (white) are shown together with the sequence of support polygons, CoP and CoM positions. Note that each phase is identified with
a specific color. (c) A lateral view of the same motion shows the attitude correction (sequence of frames), and the cart-table displacement. Note that we
use the RGB color convention for drawing the different frames. In (b)-(c) the
brown, yellow, green and blue trajectories represent the LF, RF, LH and RH foot
trajectories, respectively.

5.4 results

Figure 5.6: Snapshots of experimental trials used to evaluate the performance of our trajectory optimization framework. (a) crossing a gap of 25 cm while climbing up
6 cm. (b) crossing a gap of 25 cm while climbing down 12 cm. (c) crossing a set
of 7 stepping stones. (d) crossing a sparse set of stepping stones while dealing
with different stone elevations (6 cm)

with enough exploration steps to the CMA-ES solver. We hand-tune the weights in
such a way that produce good results in the different terrain benchmarks, and at
the same time, that ensure the soft-constraints. Note that we do not need to define
an initial guess, and moreover this might not even help the search due to changes
in the terrain topology. We used the same stability margin and allowed angular
acceleration (as in Section 5.4.1) for the trunk attitude planner, and our horizon is
N = 1, i.e. 1 cycle of locomotion or 4 steps.
Crossing a gap and/or trunk attitude adaptation tends to overextend the legs,
since large motions are required (Fig. 5.6a). To avoid kinematic limits, we defined
a foot search region that ensures leg kinematic feasibility up to 12 cm of terrain
height difference, as is illustrated in Fig. 5.6b. For instance, we generated a trajectory with two stepping stones 6 cm higher to the other ones. These terrain irregularities produce a trunk modulation in roll and pitch as can be observed in the
second sequence. The execution performance on stepping stones with and without
changes in terrain elevation is shown in Fig. 5.6c,5.6d. Compared with our previous work [86], we increased the walking velocity by approximately 114%, while
also modulating the trunk attitude. Furthermore, the foothold error is on average
less than 2 cm, which increases the success rate of the stepping stones trials to
90%; an increment of 30% when compared with our previous work [86]. In Table 5.1, we compare the performance of the coupled planner with the decoupled
planner (Chapter 4). The results of averaged speed and success rate comprise the
trials with different terrain elevations. Thus, for the latest results, we also increase
the complexity of the different terrains. The computation time is approximately
around 10 min, much longer than the decoupled planner case (around 2 sec, see
Table 4.1).
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Table 5.1: Forward speed and success rate of experiments averaged over 10 trials and compared to the decoupled planner results from [86].

Speed [cm/s]
Terrain

Success Rate [%]

Curr.

Prev.

Ratio

Curr.

Prev.

Ratio

Step. Stones

15.6

7.3

2.14

90

60

1.5

Gap

14.1

12.7

1.11

78

0

-

This trajectory optimization framework uses as input the desired trunk velocities, which can generate intuitively locomotion policy given the desired velocity
from a common user-interfaces, e.g. joystick. Moreover, optimizing a sequence of
control parameters will potentially allow us to integrate reactive behaviors, which
are important for increasing the robustness of the locomotion.

5.5 Discussion
As in Chapter 4, we have performed a substantial number of trials with the HyQ.
We used the similar terrain environments for benchmarking (Chapter 4). In this
section we describe the factors that improve the overall performance of the task.
(1) Coupled motion and foothold planning allows us to consider the dynamics
for the foothold selection. This is an important factor especially for automatic
walking pattern adaptation due to changes in the step duration. Compared with
our previous results (Chapter 4), HyQ can cross terrains with only 7 stones (the
same pallet distance) which was not able with the previous method (i.e. 9 stones
terrain). For instance, in the previous method described in Chapter 4, the body
motion cannot adapt dynamically to the allowed terrain regions (i.e. kinematic
foothold planning), which reduces the number of possible foothold locations. The
coupled planning improves the foothold selection, while it allows the robot to
modulate the step duration. Furthermore, HyQ can cross terrains with different
elevations since the foothold selection considers the body motion. For example,
climbing up or down a gap tends to overextend the legs, since large motions are
required (Fig. 5.6a). To avoid kinematic limits, the coupled planning ensures leg
kinematic feasibility up to 12 cm of terrain height difference for the defined foot
search region with respect to the base frame (as illustrated in Fig. 5.3). Note that
the foothold selection always searches in a region where the kinematic constraint
are ensured independently of the body velocity. All these factors are important for
increasing the capabilities of our locomotion system. In fact, the coupled planning
allows HyQ to cross faster, e.g 114% in walking speed for stepping stones.
(2) A linear displacement of CoP per phase produces good practical results, i.e.
it describes the CoM movement as expected from the preliminary results of the
Chapter 4 (see Fig. 4.15b). This assumption allows us to describe the optimization
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problem with a sequence of low-dimensional parameterized models, which are
based on the cart-table template. In other words, we can describe the movement
as a sequence of control parameters. The main advantage of this model representation is that it can be combined with stochastic-based optimization solvers, thus,
it can solve the local minima issue by including the terrain topology and adapting the walking pattern timing. On the other hand, stochastic-based optimization
tends to increase the computation time due to the non-convexity nature of the
problem. In addition, optimizing a sequence of control parameters is also convenient for learning locomotion policies due to the dimensionality reduction, and
for integrating with reactive behaviors such as a step reflex controller for obstacle
negotiation [18].
(3) In contrast to Chapter 4, we systematically address the trunk attitude adjustment that ensures dynamic walking. For that, we found a relationship between the
applied torques to the CoM and the displacement of the CoP. Later we connected it
with the stability margin by assuming a time-invariant inertial tensor approximation of the inertia matrix. Experimental results with HyQ validated this assumption
on flat dynamic walking and rough terrain locomotion. Due to this novel method,
HyQ increased its locomotion capabilities by crossing different rough terrain with
significant terrain elevation changes. Furthermore, this method can be applied to
other legged systems such as bipedal ones.
(4) Higher walking speed increases the probability of foot-slippage, when one
or some of the feet slip backwards, or when a foot is only slightly loaded so subsequent “pushing" backwards results into foot sliding. Both events are more likely to
happen in a terrain with different elevations due to errors in the state estimation or
noise in the perception sensors. Including friction-cone constraints in the inverse
dynamics torque calculation step has shown to generate movements without foot
sliding in the experiments [19]. Nevertheless, state estimation errors and noise in
the perception sensors can produce deviation from the planned trajectories, i.e.
due to the unexpected contact events. This affects the overall execution performance of the locomotion. As a consequence replanning motions and integrating
reactive behaviors can overcome these limitations. Despite of the current limitations, HyQ showed an increase of 114% in the walking speed and a decreased in
foothold execution error (from 8 to 4 cm) compared with the results of Chapter 4.
(5) Considering the terrain topology increases the complexity of the trajectory
optimization problem. For instance, we cannot guarantee convexity in the terrain model (i.e. terrain costmap). Moreover, optimizing the step duration introduces many local minima in the problem landscape. Imagine that the robot can
choose to cross the terrain by selecting proper foothold locations, adapting the
step durations, or a combination of both. For solving these issues, we propose a
low-dimensional parametrized model which allows us to solve the optimization
problem with stochastic-based exploration. We also impose the constraints as soft,
which help the exploration. This is probably the biggest limitation of considering terrain topologies in trajectory optimization. Nevertheless, we can tackle these
issues by transferring the set of optimized control parameters to a locomotion motor policy. For that, different machine learning algorithms have been proposed in
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the literature [50][57]. These techniques are called guide policy search. Note that
they combine the advantages of trajectory optimization (i.e. using model for exploring the search space), and policy learning (i.e. the automatic evaluation and
self-improvement of the policy).

5.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a trajectory optimization approach for locomotion
on rough terrain that directly uses terrain information. The approach delivers
an optimal CoM motion and corresponding optimal foothold locations. Moreover,
the solution takes into consideration the trunk attitude modulation required for
a dynamic walking. We employ a combination of parametric preview models,
stochastic-based exploration and receding horizon planning for successfully crossing over various rough terrain.
We demonstrated how the combination of an impedance controller —which prevents friction cone violations— alongside a trunk controller can compliantly, yet
accurately, track the desired whole-body motion. Real-world experimental trials
with the HyQ robot crossing over challenging terrain demonstrated the capabilities of our framework. Compared with our previous results [86][54] (Chapter 4),
we improved the locomotion without any loss of performance. HyQ walked faster
while making trunk attitude adjustments. Moreover, the accuracy of execution was
improved, as the error between desired and achieved footholds was reduced from
8 cm to approximately 4 cm. This increased the success rate in the stepping stones
by around 30%.
We validated that linear displacement of CoP per phase produces similar results
to the Chapter 4. This assumption allows us to describe a movement as a sequence
of parameters. Experimental results suggest that combining CoM trajectories and
foothold selection produces better solutions in terms of avoiding joint limits (both
in position and torques). In fact, the foothold locations help to minimize the CoM
energy, thus it reduces the applied joint torques.
Future work includes integrating reactive behaviors, such as haptic triggering
of stance and step reflex. The aim is to increase the robustness of the locomotion, for coping with errors in the terrain perception and state estimation. Another
extension can be the automatic gait discovery in rough terrain locomotion, i.e.
transition from walking to trotting, and vice-versa, while crossing rough terrains.
Finally, working towards online planning is a crucial feature for real applications,
which takes around 10 min for every task (i.e. gap and stepping stones).
In the next chapter, we propose a trajectory optimization method that considers
a set of possible contact forces. This method allows the robot to decide whether
or not to establish a contact. In this case we use a 2-DoFs leg of HyQ mounted to a
vertical slider) Additionally, it takes into account torque/joint limits, and frictioncone constraints. The future aim of this approach is to produce even more dynamic
motions such as jumping and rearing, during which fewer or no legs are in contact.

6

Whole-body Motion Planning with
Contact Forces
One of the aspects that was not addressed in the previous motion planning approaches is the contact forces optimization. Both approaches use a predefined sequence of locomotion phases for generating the desired CoM motion. These methods are suitable for specific behaviors such as walking gaits, but they cannot synthesize more general behaviors. If we want to synthesize general behaviors, we
need to consider the contact forces too. This problem is often hard to solve since
contact forces produce discontinuities in the dynamics. For tackling this challenge,
we present a hierarchical trajectory optimization approach for planning dynamic
movements with unscheduled contact sequences. First, we find a feasible CoM motion according to the centroidal dynamics of the robot (Section 6.2.1). Then, we
refine the solution by applying the robot’s full-dynamics model, where the feasible CoM trajectory is used as a warm-start point (Section 6.2.2). To accomplish the
unscheduled contact behavior, we use complementarity constraints to describe the
contact model, i.e. environment geometry and non-sliding active contacts. Both
optimization phases are posed as MPCC. All the material presented in this chapter
has been previously published in [53].
In this chapter, we are concerned with finding feasible trajectories for complex
tasks, i.e. tasks that require the exploration of different mode sequences through
highly-dynamic movements. We choose a set of jumping tasks as examples, as
these highlight the ability to explore the dynamical capabilities of the robot (i.e.
2-DoFs leg, for more details see Section 3.1.1) in order to reach goals that are unreachable in a kinematic manner. In fact, the trajectory optimization method computes whole-body motions that achieve goals that cannot be reached in a kinematic
fashion.

6.1 Hierarchical Planning
This work was motivated by the observation that most animal and human locomotion behaviors involve dynamic motions through contact interactions. For instance,
kangaroos are dynamic jumpers that use hopping as the main locomotion strategy.
Indeed, in kangaroo locomotion, highly-dynamic movements and contact forces
play an important role for finding efficient locomotion trajectories.
Although such dynamic maneuvers are undoubtedly beneficial, planning and
execution of these whole-body trajectories is challenging due to the loss of control
authority during flight phases and undefined contact events. We tackle it by generating a whole-body trajectory toward a body goal state (desired body height) that
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Figure 6.1: The proposed hierarchical trajectory optimization reduces the complexity of
the motion planning problem by considering two different optimization phases:
centroidal and full trajectory optimization. First, the centroidal trajectory optimization phase produces a locally optimal CoM motion using the centroidal
dynamics model [64], which does not consider joint dynamics (i.e. link’s CoM).
Second, the full trajectory optimization phase refines the CoM trajectory by applying the robot’s full-dynamics and joint limits. Both optimization phases use
complementarity constraints to model the contact interactions.

ensures a dynamic motion plan through contact interactions. To accomplish this,
we describe the contact model using complementarity constraints which defines
our approach as a mode-invariant trajectory optimization.

6.1.1

Generating dynamic motions

Consider a rigid body system with n degrees of freedom, of which nb are floatingbase degrees of freedom. The state of the robot is represented by its floating-base
and actuated joint components, q = (qb , qq ). Additionally, the robot has p endeffector or contact points.
The system’s evolution depends on the internal joint torques, τq , and the contact
force, λj , applied at the jth end-effector. This evolution is subject to robot and environmental constraints such as: joint limits and environment geometry. Exploring
different mode switches (contact events) and dynamic movements could produce
unsuccessful locally optimal solutions. We improve the solutions by applying a
hierarchical trajectory optimization. In the first phase, we model the system’s evolution with the centroidal dynamics, i.e. in the CoM space. Then, we impose joint
dynamics and limits using a full-dynamic model. Fig. 6.1 presents an overview of
our hierarchical trajectory optimization approach.

6.1 hierarchical planning

6.1.1.1

Centroidal-dynamic model

The robot dynamics can be projected at the CoM, i.e. the centroidal dynamics of the
robot. In a full floating-base system (nb = 6 DoFs), the centroidal-dynamic model
describes the rate of change of linear and angular momentum of CoM with respect
to the inertial frame of reference [64]. The rate of change of linear and angular
momentum is determined by contact forces λj , gravitational force mg and the
motion of the robot’s links
p
X

λj + mg

(46)

p
X
Ḣc (q, q̇) =
(rj − x) × λj

(47)

mẍ =

j=0

j=0

where m is the total mass of the robot, x ∈ R3 is the CoM position, λj ∈ R3 is
the contact force applied at the jth end-effector, Hc ∈ R3 is the centroidal angular momentum and rj ∈ R3 is the end-effector position. The centroidal angular
momentum is computed through the computation of the Centroidal Momentum
Matrix (CMM) as defined in [64].
6.1.1.2

Full-dynamic model

The full-dynamic model enables us to compute the joint efforts given a whole-body
state (q, q̇, q̈) subject to contact forces λj . We partition the dynamics equation of
the robot into the unactuated floating-base DoFs qb (nb equations) and the active
robot joints qq (nq equations):
 
" # " #
" #
p
X
JTbj
q̈b
cb
  λj = 0
+
(q, q̇) −
H(q)
(48)
T
q̈q
cq
τq
j=0 Jqj
|
{z
}
b=ID(model,q,q̇,q̈)

where H ∈ Rn×n is the floating-base inertial matrix, c = (cb , cq ) ∈ Rn is the force
vector that accounts for Coriolis, centrifugal, and gravitational forces, λj ∈ R3
are the ground contact forces hat the jth
i end-effector (i.e. point feet), and their
corresponding Jacobian, Jj = Jbj Jqj ∈ R3p×n and τq ∈ Rnq are the joint
efforts that we wish to calculate.
The left-hand term b = (bb , bq ) is computed efficiently using the Featherstone
implementation of the RNEA [17].

6.1.2 Contact model
In dynamic movements, contact forces play an important role, e.g. a jumping or
hopping task. Traditional approaches compute trajectories given a predefined contact sequence. These approaches do not exploit the fact that an optimized mode
switching could be required for the success of a certain task.
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A contact event occurs when a signed distance to the surface is strictly zero, and
additionally, there is a contact force acting along the surface normal. Moreover, a
null normal contact force is expected when the contact is inactive, i.e. a positive
signed distance. In other words, normal contact forces and signed distances are
orthogonal and positives functions (49). Additionally, we desire that active contacts
do not slide. Such condition implicates an orthogonality between normal contact
forces and tangential velocities (50). In the optimization literature [77], constraints
with combinatorial nature, such as the set of contact model equations (49)(50), can
be described as complementarity constraints
0 6 λn̂
j ⊥ φj (q) > 0

(49)

t̂
0 6 λn̂
j ⊥ ṙj (q, q̇) > 0

(50)

th end-effector
where λn̂
j is the contact force acting along the surface normal at the j
(i.e. contact point), φj (q) is the signed distance between the jth contact point rj
and the surface Si , and ṙt̂j (q, q̇) is the velocity of the contact point along the tangential surface. Contact-point positions and velocities are calculated efficiently using
spatial algebra.

6.2

Trajectory Optimization

Planning problems without scheduled contact sequences are often hard to solve
since the contact forces produce discontinuities in the dynamics. Here, we tackle
this issue by applying a hierarchical trajectory optimization scheme, which uses
different dynamic models in a two-phase manner. Using a different (simpler) dynamic model in the first optimization phase, we impose a dynamic relaxation, that
helps to explore different mode switches. Thus, we find a feasible CoM motion
in terms of the robot’s centroidal dynamics. Then, we refine it by applying the
full-dynamic model in the second, more complex, trajectory optimization phase.

6.2.1

Centroidal trajectory optimization

The centroidal trajectory optimization step computes a feasible CoM trajectory
through the mapping of contact forces inside the centroidal dynamics. The CMM
maps the robot’s generalized velocities to its spatial momentum (for more details
see [64]). We sample the trajectory in N knot-points with a fixed-time duration h.
In this optimization phase, the decision variables of the optimization problem are
the robot position q, the robot velocity q̇, the CoM position x, the CoM velocity ẋ,
the contact forces λ, and the end-effector (contact) positions r. The cost function
evaluates the trajectory in terms of the desired high-level goal of the task w(q) as:
min

q[k],q̇[k],x[k],ẋ[k],
Hc [k],Ḣc [k],λ[k],r[k]

h

N
X
k=1

kw(q[k]) − w(q∗ [k])kQq



(51)

6.2 trajectory optimization

where w(q) constructs a task-specific value from relevant features of the task,
and kw(q[k]) − w(q∗ [k])kQq computes its associated quadratic cost given a desired
robot position q∗ . Note that kxkQ is an abbreviation for the quadratic cost xT Qx.
We transcribe the centroidal dynamics differential equations (47) to algebraic
ones by applying an Euler-backward integration rule with a fixed-time step h
x[k − 1] − x[k] + hẋ[k] = 0

(52)

Hc [k − 1] − Hc [k] + hḢC [k] = 0
!
p
X
m(ẋ[k] − ẋ[k − 1]) − h
λj [k] + mg = 0

(53)
(54)

j=0

Ḣc [k] −

p
X
(rj [k] − x[k]) × λj [k] = 0

(55)

j=0

where the centroidal angular momentum is computed from the CMM, A(q), as is
explained in [64], i.e. Hc [k] = A(q[k])ẋ[k]. Additionally, we impose contact position
constraints in order to describe the contact interactions
rj [k] − κj (q[k]) = 0

(56)

where κj (·) is the direct kinematic function which computes the position of the
jth end-effector. We also include joint position and velocity limits.
qlq 6 qq 6 qu
q

(57)

q̇lq

(58)

6 q̇q 6

q̇u
q.

To describe different possible mode switches, we add contact position and velocity constraints. These constraints are described as complementarity constraints
as follows
λn̂
j [k], φj (q[k]) > 0

(59)

λn̂
j [k]φj (q[k]) = 0


t̂
t̂
λn̂
[k]
r
[k]
−
r
[k
−
1]
= 0.
j
j
j

(60)
(61)

We approximate the contact velocity as contact displacement along the tangential surface. Note that a contact velocity constraint does not guarantee zero displacement between knots.

6.2.2 Full trajectory optimization
Once a feasible, and locally optimal, CoM trajectory is computed, we use this CoM
trajectory as a warm-start point of the full trajectory optimization phase. We transcribe the full-dynamic model with the same time step value of the centroidal
trajectory optimization phase. In this optimization phase, we formulate the problem with the following decision variables: the robot position q, the robot velocity
q̇, the joint efforts τq and the contact forces λ.
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In this stage, the cost function also considers the joint effort energy of the movement τq as
min h

q[k],q̇[k],
τ [k],λ[k]

N
X


kw(q[k]) − w(q∗ [k])kQq + kτq [k]kR .

(62)

k=1

We apply the same integration rule to the full-dynamic differential equation (48).
Additionally, we add a selection matrix B in order to impose a null wrench vector
to the floating-base:
q[k − 1] − q[k] + hq̇[k] = 0
(63)
H[k] (q̇[k] − q̇[k − 1])
p


X
+h c[k] −
Jj [k]T λj [k] − Bτ [k] = 0

(64)

j=0

where the contact forces are determined using the complementarity constraints
(59)(60)(61).
In the full trajectory optimization phase, we impose position and velocity bounds
(57)(58), and additionally joint effort bounds
τql 6 τq 6 τqu .

(65)

We derive a continuous motion plan, from the N optimized knot-points, using
a polynomial interpolation. Both optimization phases model contact interactions
using complementarity constraints. In general, optimization problems with complementarity constraints are difficult to solve because constraint qualifications are
hard to satisfy. We solve the MPCC using interior point method as this is faster
than a Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm when the number of
complementarity constraints increases [72]. We use the Ipopt library [83]. We relax
the orthogonality between the complementarities, for example λn̂
j [k]φj (q[k]) = 0
n̂
is posed as λj [k]φj (q[k]) 6 0. For more information about different interior point
methods see [72].

6.3

Results

We conduct three experimental trials with the HyL robot: jumping task, small step
jumping (10 cm of height) and big step jumping (15 cm of height). For each experiment, we specify the goal state of the robot’s trunk1 , and the desired final joint
position as a terminal cost. The hierarchical trajectory optimizer finds a sequence
of footsteps through dynamic movements without a predefined order, which the
controller then executes dynamically. We use a PD controller and the planned joint
efforts as feedforward inputs. We validate the performance of our framework in 3
different examples as seen in Fig. 6.2, and compare against the full dynamic optimization (Table 6.1) on the same benchmark examples. The first example consists
1 In this chapter, with robot we refer to the HyL robot

6.3 results

Figure 6.2: Snapshots of three experimental trials with the HyL robot (Section 3.1.1) used to
evaluate the performance of our hierarchical trajectory optimization approach.
From top to bottom: jumping task; small step jumping (10 cm of height); big
step jumping (15 cm of height).

of reaching a goal that is kinematically not feasible, called the jumping task. In the
next examples, the step-jumping tasks, the robot has to reach and keep the desired
trunk height, which is done through two different step: a small step (10 cm) and a
big step (15 cm).

6.3.1 Motion through dynamical relaxation
We focus on finding trajectories that are only feasible when dynamics and contact
forces are considered. This motion planning approach describes contact events in
a MPCC problem. Since the problem is non-convex, the hierarchical optimization
tends to guide the exploration away from infeasible regions through dynamical
system relaxation, i.e. centroidal to full dynamics. This dynamical relaxation helps
to reduce the computation time and cost value. For instance this approach finds a
counter-movement jump (a transitory movement). In contrast to the squat jump, the
counter-movement jump involves a preliminary lift off the ground that maximizes
the jump height and minimizes the control energy using the system’s inertia (see
Fig. 6.3), since this reduces the cost value.
These experiments suggest that dynamical system relaxation is key for finding
successful motion plans. Table 6.1 shows the time and cost reduction of our approach compared with a single full trajectory optimization. We can see that the
hierarchical optimization approach tends to have better performance in complex
tasks. Nevertheless, in general, the central tendency (median) of the computation
time reduction is decreased, while, on average, we improve the quality of the
solution (cost reduction). In average, the computation time, of the hierarchical
trajectory optimization, for the jumping and step jumping tasks are 1 and 8 min,
respectively. For this comparison, I define a set of 8 different goal states (i.e. trunk
height ranging from 0 to 35 cm) for computing the time and cost reduction of our
approach.
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Table 6.1: Time and cost reduction over 8 trials compared to a single full trajectory optimization.

Time reduction [%]
Task

Cost reduction [%]

Md.

Av.

Md.

Av.

Jumping

10.36

0.0

0.0

1.44

Step Jumping

48.29

30.46

0.0

12.91

6.3.2 Reaching goals that are kinematically not feasible
The jumping task demonstrates the ability of exploring the dynamical capabilities
of the robot in order to reach goals that are not kinematically possible. In this particular case, we desire to reach with the trunk, a height of 0.85 cm w.r.t. the ground
(or 0.27 cm with respect to the initial position), which is kinematically not feasible. Thus, our hierarchical motion planner explores different mode sequences in
order to plan a dynamically feasible motion. In Fig. 6.3, the robot plans a countermovement jump (around 7 cm) without being predefined. In counter-movement
jumps, a preliminary downward movement is executed which increases the jump
height because the robot is carried by its own inertia. Then, a fast movement of
the foot is planned considering a desired task behavior, e.g. joint position in the
apex point.

6.3.3

Discovery of new contacts

For the success of some tasks, it is crucial to exploit the environmental conditions, e.g. reaching and keeping a desired trunk position that is kinematically not
reachable. So, imagine that we want to keep a desired trunk position but due to
gravitational forces this is not possible with just a vertical jump. Instead, we need
to climb onto an obstacle to accomplish this. With the hierarchical trajectory optimization, we can plan such kind of maneuvers. In fact, Fig. 6.4 shows that this
motion planner solves these tasks by defining a foothold on top of an available
step. Note that a pre-defined footstep sequence is not required to find such kind
of solutions.

6.4

Discussion

We conducted trials with the HyL robot (for more details see Section 3.1.1) performing highly-dynamic and challenging tasks, which demonstrate the capability
of the hierarchical trajectory optimization method. A set of jumping tasks were
used, as these highlight the ability to explore the dynamical capabilities of the
robot and different contact sequences, that cannot be achieved in a kinematic man-

6.4 discussion
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Figure 6.3: Optimized CoM and foot trajectory for a jumping task that shows a dynamic
movement through different phases: thrust and flight. We can see that the
hierarchical optimization maximizes the jump energy by planning a countermovement jump, i.e. a preliminary downward movement.
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Figure 6.4: Optimized CoM and contact sequence for reaching and keeping a desired trunk
position (big step jumping), which is not reachable with just a vertical motion.
The hierarchical trajectory optimization finds a transitory foothold in order to
keep the desired trunk position. After landing in the planned foothold, the
trunk moves up until the desired goal.
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ner. In this section we briefly discuss the improvements of the novel hierarchical
trajectory optimization compared with state-of-the-art approaches.
(1) Generating automatic behaviors with a predefined schedule is a hard problem due to the high-dimensionality of the search space and the nonconvexity of
the problem. The hierarchical trajectory optimization improves the quality of the
solution and computation time. In the centroidal trajectory optimization step, the
main goal is to find a trajectory that is feasible in terms of centroidal dynamics and
contact forces. Next, the full trajectory optimization step ensures that the robot is
able to execute that movement by considering the robot’s joint limits (i.e. position, velocity and torques limits). Since we ensure the robot’s joint limits, we can
validate this method in the real system unlike previous works [60][9][22].
(2) The contact model, through complementary constraints, adds discontinuities
in the optimization problem. When a contact event changes its state (i.e. active to
inactive, or vice-versa), we cannot compute the gradient. Therefore, the problem
cannot be solved using gradient-based solvers such as interior-based methods (e.g.
IPOPT [83]) or sequential quadratic methods (e.g. SNOPT [24]). In practice this
limitation means that the trajectory optimization requires to define good warmstart point and smoothing in those transitions. In other words, we are constrained
to describe a rough path of the movements, which limits the applicability of these
techniques. In fact, previous works have addressed this issue by smoothing the
contact forces, inside the trajectory optimization [60] or as numerical relaxation
to the complementary constraints [77], and exploiting reduced models [9]. Nevertheless, those works have been validated just in simulation. In our hierarchical
trajectory optimization, we combined both ideas in order to discover new contact
interactions, and at the same time, guarantee the joint limits of the system. The
step-jumping task shows the capability of the hierarchical trajectory optimization
to figure out different contact sequences. Compared with a simple jumping task,
the former requires more computation time (around 8 times, i.e. 8 min compared
with 1 min), and easier to find unfeasible solutions, due to contact switching requires to run a number of iteration that relax the contact constraints. Note that the
jumping task has less contact switches than the step jumping tasks.
(3) We demonstrated how a hierarchical trajectory optimization improves the
computation time and quality of the solution (i.e. it reduces the cost value) in
simpler robot than HyQ. In the literature, several works demonstrated the capabilities either of the full trajectory optimization [71] or the centroidal dynamic
optimization [8] in higher-dimensional systems. In those approaches, the authors
need to predefined a good enough warm-start point (i.e. initial trajectory of the
movement). This limits the applicability of the above-mentioned motion planners.
We believe that our hierarchical trajectory optimization method will similarly improve the solution and computation time in higher-dimensional system such as
HyQ. With this motion planner, we expect that HyQ will be able to jump long gaps,
and to plan aggressive maneuvers such as rearing. Furthermore, including contact
forces allows the planner to make contact in other parts of the robot, e.g. climbing
up an obstacle using the knees.

6.5 conclusion

(4) In general, trajectory optimization produces motion plans for a fixed sequence of points, N knot-points. The continuous motion plan is obtained by applying a polynomial interpolation. However, the polynomial interpolations cannot
predict accurately changes in the contact forces, which generally happen in less
than 10 ms. Reducing the step integration will approximate more accurate the
robot’s dynamics but it will increase considerably the computation time. On the
other hand, a longer step integration might increase the complexity of the problem
due to the model inaccuracies

6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we presented a hierarchical trajectory optimization approach for
planning dynamic movements through unscheduled contact sequences. First, the
hierarchical trajectory optimization finds a feasible CoM motion according to the
centroidal dynamics of the robot. Then, a second phase of optimization considers the full-dynamics of the robot. In both phases a set of complementarity constraints model the contact interaction. We demonstrated that, with this approach,
the robot can plan a different movements that consider the full-dynamics and
joint effort limits of the robot. We believe that these considerations are crucial for
highly-dynamic locomotion tasks, i.e. step-jumping tasks that cannot be accomplished in a kinematic fashion. For instance, a kinematic model cannot compute
a motion plan that ensures the joint torques limits of the robot. It is shown how
the hierarchical trajectory optimization improves the solutions and significantly
reduces the computation time, compared with the full dynamic optimization. Experimental trials with a robotic leg performing highly-dynamic and challenging
tasks demonstrate the capability of this planning approach.
Future works include generation of motion plans given a library of synthesized
motions, improving the quality of the solutions, and permitting online computation and execution.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis we introduced a new framework for dynamic legged locomotion over
challenging terrain. We developed a decoupled motion planner, a foothold planner
that selects foothold positions from a terrain costmap, and a motion planner that
ensures dynamic stability. We identified the weak points of decoupled planning
techniques. We proposed two coupled motion planners that tackle the identified
limitations of the decoupled motion planning. Each motion planner method aims
to increase the mobility of legged robots over challenging terrains. Nevertheless,
this increase in mobility produces an increase in complexity too. In this chapter
we summarize the results of these findings and present ideas and directions for
future work.

7.1 Conclusion
In this thesis we started by presenting a new dynamic whole-body locomotion
framework for rough terrain locomotion. In this framework the motion planner
orchestrates the perception and execution modules. The perception module quantifies how desirable it is to place a foot at a specific location by building a terrain
costmap and terrain heightmap. The execution module sends precise torque commands that track accurately and compliantly the desired motions. We plan separately the motion and the foothold sequence. We showed how the foothold planner
computes online and onboard (∼ 0.5 Hz) a sequence of footholds. We proposed a
whole-body motion planner that ensure dynamic stability despite irregular swingleg sequences generated by the foothold planner. We demonstrated how the robot
executed accurately, yet compliantly, the desired whole-body motions by combining a virtual model and floating-base inverse dynamic controllers. We presented
the performance of our framework in real-world experimental trials.
Next, we brought the kinematic foothold planning and the dynamic execution
closer together. The goal was to produce desired state trajectories and footholds
through a unified trajectory optimization problem (i.e. coupled planning) that
takes into consideration the robot’s dynamic and terrain topology. This approach
delivers an optimal CoM motion and corresponding optimal foothold locations.
We decoupled the horizontal and vertical dynamics by ensuring that the trunk attitude adjustments will not invalidate the CoP condition. In our trajectory optimization method, we employed a combination of parametric low-dimensional models,
stochastic-based exploration and receding horizon planning. This method allows
us to tackle the nonconvexities as a consequence of optimizing the stepping duration and considering the terrain topologies (i.e. terrain costmap). Note that state
of the art stochastic-based exploration can solved low-dimensional optimization
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problems. We showed how the robot can cross various terrains with an increase
in the complexity compared with the decoupled planner. In fact the terrain has
few safe regions to step and different elevations. We demonstrated that a linear
displacement of CoP per phase produces good practical results. This increased the
success rate of the stepping stones trials to 90%, an increment of 30%, compared
to the decoupled motion planner. Finally, we demonstrated how the combination
of an impedance controller, that ensures the friction cone constraints, alongside a
trunk controller can compliantly, yet accurately, track the desired whole-body motion. With this execution performance, we reduced the error between desired and
achieved footholds locations (from 8 cm to approximately 2 cm), and increased the
achievable walking velocities (from 0.12 m/s to 0.18 m/s). In fact this increased the
success rate in the stepping stones by around 30%.
The decoupled and coupled motion planners are able to generated specific behaviors such as the walking gait. However, some terrain conditions cannot be
successfully crossed with a pre-specified behavior/gait. Hence it is required to
synthesize more general behaviors. In such cases, we need to consider the contact
forces, but they are often hard to solve due to discontinuities. Thus, we proposed
a hierarchical trajectory optimization approach for planning dynamic movements
through unscheduled contact sequence. Our hierarchical trajectory optimization
computes a feasible CoM motion that satisfies the robot’s centroidal dynamic. Later,
we ensure the robot’s joint limits constraints by optimizing, in a second step, the
robot’s motion using the full dynamic of the system. We showed that our hierarchical trajectory optimization increases the range of planned movements, and yet
ensures the robot’s joint limits (cost reduction until 12.9% compared to a single full
trajectory optimization). We also demonstrated that our method reduces the computation time upto 48.3% compared to a single full trajectory optimization. To our
best knowledge, our trajectory optimization, with unscheduled contact sequence,
method is the first that has been validated in a real robot.
In this thesis, we proposed a set of different motion planning methods for dynamic whole-body locomotion on challenging terrain. We studied the advantages
and disadvantages of coupled and decoupled motion and foothold planning. In
our planners, we built a unified method for quantifying the terrain difficulty (i.e.
terrain costmap). We showed that our terrain model is suitable for decoupled and
coupled planning, as well as for graph searching or trajectory optimization. We
showed that reduced models (such as cart-table and the contact wrench) allow us
to better formulate the trajectory optimization while also considering the terrain
topology. We demonstrated that coupled planners increase the locomotion capabilities, but also the computation time. Finally, we showed that contact forces play
an important role for synthesizing a wider range of motions. These motion planners provide the ability to increase the mobility of legged machines in challenging
terrain.
Previous research in rough terrain locomotion have mainly focused on generating reactive behaviors that tackle small terrain changes or selecting kinematically foothold locations. On the other hand, legged motion planning community
focused on planning complex whole-body behaviors but assuming flat terrain con-

7.2 future work

ditions. In contrast, we consider that navigating over challenging domains requires
taking into account future terrain conditions and also generating complex wholebody behaviors (i.e. motion planning). For that, our motion planners have to consider the terrain conditions as well as the robot’s dynamics. Thus, this thesis contributed to close the gap between locomotion approaches and motion planning
methods. With this, we increased the legged locomotion capabilities in rough terrain.

7.2 Future work
The work presented in this thesis was focused on increasing the locomotion capabilities of legged machines. Both the coupled motion and foothold planner and
the whole-body motion planner with contact forces cannot compute trajectories online due to the nonconvexity of these optimization problems. Re-planning can deal
with unexpected terrain changes and execution errors, thus increasing the success
rate of the task. In future work, we would like to develop a method that can generate plans online. A promising direction is to transfer a set of optimized trajectories
into a control policy. Several machine learning algorithms have been proposed in
the literature, in the form of guided policy search. With these methods, we will
aim to interactively generate complex behaviors that incorporate high-dimensional
sensory modalities such as vision (i.e. the terrain costmap).
The coupled planner optimizes a sequence of control parameters. In fact, a walking gait can be described by a set of parameters and not a trajectory. The description through parameters helps us to integrate reactive behaviors such as haptic
triggering of stance and step reflex into planned motions. We recognize the importance of having reactive behaviors, even in planned motions, for overcoming
unexpected events. Future work will aim to increase the robustness of the locomotion. For instance, these reactive behaviors could stabilize the robot in cases
of unexpected terrain changes that cannot be perceived (e.g. terrain changes under the legs). Additionally, reactive behaviors could increase the robot stabilize in
unstable and dynamic terrain or even against push forces.
We showed that a terrain costmap is a suitable model for trajectory optimization. It allows the robot to properly select foothold locations. We used different
terrain features (i.e. slope, curvature, height deviation, etc.) for computing an associated cost value. However, there is a remarkable difficulty in quantifying how
desirable a footstep location (i.e. cost value) is. One exciting future work will be
to self-improve the terrain model by exploiting the robot’s experiences. In an ideal
scenario the robot plans a motion according to its understanding of the terrain
difficulty. Then after the execution, the robot updates/improves its understanding
of the terrain difficulty according to this experience. With this approach, we aim
to be able to build a terrain model suitable for all the possible topologies.
There are few hardware limitations that decreases the performance of our motion planners. For instance, the robot’s torque limits and range of motion limits
the different possible maneuvers in stairs climbing and gap crossing with different elevations. Furthermore, the lack of foot force sensors compels us to estimated
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the GRFs, which reduces significantly the execution of the planned motions, especially in cases of trunk attitude adaptation. Including these sensors will improve
the overall performance in the execution of the planned motions.
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